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ABSTRACT

Mobility attracts many developers and system designers; it will give us the ability to use our

computers with no physical limitations with respect to connections.

This thesis will try to introduce the main concepts that define mobile computing in our days. It

will identify the challenges that face mobile computing and their impact on current developments in this

area. Location management and how the cellular networks function is defined and described. We will

conduct a comparison between protocols in location management with respect to network messages

and database operations. In the IS-41 model and the Forwarding pointer model we proposed some

enhancements to the protocols used, we conducted a cost study on the models with respect to

network messages and database operations. In the Hierarchical model we also proposed to use the

distance based update mechanism after we conducted an analysis on the cost of update in the

hierarchical model. We proposed to use an adaptive location management model to accommodate for

the various requirements of mobile users and their behavior.

Also in this thesis we described the impact of mobility on Transaction management. We were

able to put a set of characteristics that define mobile transactions after studying different models with

the emphasis on their ACID properties. Our new model introduces the concept of an agent located at

the mobile support station to control and manage the transactions issued and directed to the mobile

host, a global transaction manager was also defined to interact with the mobile transaction manager

responsible for the mobile part of the network. We also introduced the idea to use mailboxes for the

mobile hosts as a central repository to be used by the system to maintain the well processing of the

transactions and enable the system to accommodate for the movement of the mobile unit. We also

defined the new set of queries and data that might be found in mobile systems and their impact on our

model with respect atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction And Problem Definition

1.1 Introduction

Advances in technology opened a wide door of challenges to developers and researches as

well as vendors to satisfy the ongoing needs of customers and users of such technology. From PCs

the circle was going bigger to LANs then WANs to reach the global world of the Internet. Using a PC

attached to a wire be it a modem or a network cable was addressed to be a limitation to many users

and many jobs that required the mobility of the user. Mobile Computing was the next step, the missing

link that will tight all the world together.

Wireless networking gave the users the ability to stay connected to land networks and benefit

from the huge amount of resources it poses. A vastly new generation of applications and services

must be studied and developed to give users what they expect from this new technology. From the

ability to check their mail while on the run, to making various transactions while in any place, to the

time when they can control all their house appliances from one device and from any place, and much

more services that will make all the world a well connected network [11]. Architecture wise the

wireless topology consist of different devices and technologies that need to work together to deliver

what we can say a mobile environment. Cellular technology is the technology that can be used to

accomplish the task of enabling mobility on a wide scale. Cellular technology is considered very good

for what it was first intended for and we mean voice services. In its nature it is a technology that uses

circuit switching to establish the connections to enable two parties to exchange voice. To use the

cellular technology and build on it to establish a network that uses data packets as the main core of

the system is what needed to be done.

1.2 Problem Definition

As said before the cellular technology was originally built to be used to deliver voice and not

data in the form of packets. Data packet networks are the networks currently used to assemble

networks that we use with computers. Several problems and challenges face developers and system

designers when they use the cellular architecture for data packets transmission. Disconnection, low

bandwidth, security, heterogeneous networks, portability, power consumption, data loss, user

interface, and mobility are all considered as challenges of the mobile computing paradigm.

In fixed networks the computer is attached to a point in the network and usually has a well-

defined address that dos not change frequently unless the computer is relocated and in this case it is

considered to be a new host to the rest of the network. In mobile environment the mobility of the user

adds to the system the problem of location management and the protocols used to search for the

required user or device. In fact, in mobile networks a device will relocate frequently and its identity

must be maintained to the rest of the system so that any running transactions or request will still find a

way to communicate with the device.
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Transaction management is a topic well defined in the computing environment and is used

very much. In mobile computing transaction management and its properties cannot be applied as in

land network or at least not all of them can be maintained. The system will compromise some of the

ACID properties of transaction management on the expense of other properties.

1.3 Research Goals

Our objective is to define the limitations of mobile computing due to the architectural

limitations of the cellular technology; we will conduct a comparison between location management

protocols with respect to the database operations and network messages, we also propose some

enhancements to the protocols to reduce the cost of search and update. In addition we will compare

several transaction models with respect to their compliance to the ACID properties of transaction

management, and we also propose a new model.

In particular this thesis focuses on the mobile environment and its impact on computing, it

studies and compare different aspects of the such environments and focuses on the following:

1. The limitations of mobile computing,

2. Location management in cellular networks and the different protocols used,

3. In fact we will conduct a comparison between location protocols, with some

enhancements that the research will propose to reduce search and update cost.

4. Transaction management in mobile environments and their limitation.

5. Define new type of queries that arise in such environments and their impact on the

systems.

6. Conduct a comparison between several transaction models and define their

compliance to the ACID properties of a transactional system.

7. Propose a new model for mobile transactions management that takes into

consideration location dependent data and its effects on the system.

1.4 Approach

First we studied the limitations of mobile networks and how does the idea of mobility affect the

systems. These limitations will help understand why full ACID transactional models cannot be applied

in mobile environments.

Second we described the location management process in cellular networks and their impact

on the system with respect to the cost of database operation and network messages sent and

received between the different nodes involved in the process of searching for a host or updating when

ever a host relocated to a different location. In chapter 3 we also proposed some enhancements to

the protocols that in some situations will improve the performance of the system with respect to the

cost of the search or update. This was done by using a cost comparison of the protocols studied, and

by building programs.

Third we conducted a comparison between several mobile transaction models with the

emphasis on the ACID properties of each model. Based on this study we were able to propose a set
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of requirements that must be found in a mobile model. After defining the set of queries that could be

present in the mobile computing environment, and defining the movement process of a mobile

transaction and the different forms it might take, we proposed our model that relies on the fact that

each mobile host will have a sort of a mailbox to be used by the system to help in the transaction

processing and the request from and to the mobile host. The model also takes into consideration the

idea of data that depends on the location of the mobile host and its impact on such systems.

1.5 Thesis Organization

This thesis consists of five chapters. In chapter 2, we define the challenges of mobile

computing and their impact on the mobile paradigm. In chapter 3 we define location management and

conduct a comparison between different protocols with cost comparison. We also contribute with

some enhancements to the protocols. In chapter 4 we introduce transaction management in mobile

computing and the limitations that faces this idea, we conduct a comparison between several mobile

transitional models with respect to their ACID properties. We also define the characteristics of mobile

transactions, define a new class of queries, and elaborate on the movement of transactions in a

mobile system. Finally we introduce our model based on the different studied models. In chapter 5

we summarize and conclude the main points of the thesis.



Chapter 2
Challenges of Mobile Computing

2.1 Wireless Communication

Mobile devices require wireless networks to connect to, although the mobile device might be

connected to networks while in a building or at office the main intention is to able to stay connected all

the time from any place. When talking about wireless connections we encounter many surrounding

factors that affect the medium and thus imply problems to the connections. Noise, echoes,

surrounding blocks, and weather all add up to introduce connections with lower bandwidth, higher

error rate and more frequent disconnections. These problems oppose to the known idea about speed

in communication, reliability in sending and receiving data, and no disconnection from the network,

and other common security issues that also must be addressed in the new wireless world [9,14].

2.2 Disconnection

With the new age of information and the new systems that rely on big volumes of data,

storage networks are developed to store and serve huge number of users. Shared information

between many users rely on the fact that it is stored in a central place and always available to users,

thus we face the fact that users need to be connected most of the time to the network, and

disconnections are not accepted in such environment. In wireless environments the problem of

disconnection can be handled as finding new and better ways to bring down the rate of disconnection

[9], or looking at disconnection as a problem that can be solved, to a certain extent, by allowing the

mobile unit to act on its own away from the network thus dealing with the problem as a new

autonomousity issue rather than a wire thing issue. Papers where written on this subject that tried to

overcome this problem by using cashing and replication, new file systems were also developed that

can cope with disconnection, file per-fetching was also considered as a solution [16].

One example is the Coda file system [18] that provides a good way to handle less frequent

disconnection, and can be used for today's notebooks. It uses a user profile to keep the most used

files on the users cash to be used locally, as opposed to requesting data on the wireless connection.

Using cashing, replication and even the Coda file system [18] introduce new issues to the picture.

Reconciliation, replication management and placement are some of the old problems that distributed

database systems had to face and solve, solutions adopted by DDBMS can't be just implemented in

the mobile environment without additional study and refinements [11].

As we will see in the course of the discussion that different techniques will be adopted to solve

different problems depending on the application type and requirements. Some disconnection can be

tolerated using other techniques, as discussed above, other disconnection can't be handled due to

rigid application specifications and requirements [19]. Disconnection as a problem due to the media

links can not be solved as it is due to current hardware and protocol limitations of the networks being

used, developers will have to find solutions that overcome this disadvantage of wireless computing by
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allowing the mobile units to tolerate as much as they can the network disconnections before it start to

give wrong results or stop to function properly.

2.3 Low Bandwidth

Current technologies in networks increased the bandwidth of land networks to reach a point

where it is no more considered a major problem, but it is just the opposite case in mobile

environments. 1Mbps for infrared communication, 2Mbps for radio (11Mbps for 802.11b standard),

Kbps for cellular as opposed to Gbps for land networks. Bandwidth is divided per the number of users

in a cell, so the bandwidth is measured in a more complicated way, because the bandwidth is

distributed among users in the same cell. Installing more cells can improve bandwidth but increase

cost and management in the same time add to this technical issue as the limited amount of

electromagnetic spectrum available for users.

2.4 Security

An ongoing problem in fixed networks, that costs millions of Dollars to develop and maintain.

Security is one of the most expensive as well as important issue in the computing environment, many

standards, software, and hardware are developed and assembled to protect the information from

malicious hackers and crackers. Because it is easy to connect to a wireless link, it makes this space

an interesting field for people to dig in and try to intercept data and hack into systems that permits

wireless connection to it.

Users are not restricted by one network, they jump from one place to another and from one

security domain into another, which makes it harder for the programmers and network administrators

to control the access to their network resources from unknown users. Protocols for authentication and

encryption for data transmission are one of the solutions to protect the network. Verisign a leading

company in security developed a PKI for wireless computing, but of course certain considerations

must be taken when we talk about specific vendor solution.

2.5 Heterogeneous Networks

Fixed computers are connected to fixed network, servers, protocols, platforms, and operating

systems are known in advance and are well configured. In mobile systems the unit may connect to

unknown networks and different environments. They must be able to accommodate to changes in

performance and quality of service (QoS) that different networks offer to the units that request a

connection. A high bandwidth network might be installed in a special room, opposed to a low

bandwidth environment in another, the unit must be able to function in both rooms as required. Entire

network coverage might go dead, and other way to connect might be required, going from cellular to

infrared or to satellite coverage may sometimes be required. The environment the unit will connect to

impose a new problem the mobile computing paradigm must face.

2.6 Data Lose and Data Capacity

Data capacity differs from one unit to another, portable computers have much larger capacity

than PDAs, and PDAs have much capacity than cell phones. Hard disk technology is also moving, but

not as fast as the market demand, power consumption is one of the major drawbacks of disk, the
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mechanical architecture of the hard disks imposes the use of power to move the arm. Flash RAM is

the new technology that will replace many traditional storage devices, and its new electronic

architecture helps improve power consumption but on the expense of small storage capacity and more

cost to acquire. The latest technology by IBM introduced a 1Gbyte Flash RAM, a very promising

technology that will enable small devices to have more functionality and serve a bigger sector of the

mobile market demand. Also applications are developed using more intelligent compilers that produce

small code objects that take less space on the units.

2.7 Mobility

Mobility is the main and most essential idea behind wireless computing. To be able to change

location while using network resources is a major benefit to users who don't want to be restricted to

doing their operations from one place. To statically configure a computer to know where to find its

resources, as it needs them is something simple to certain extent, unless the resources change place

or become unavailable, the PC will know where to look, and who to ask about these resources.

The notion of static information in one place is no more the case in mobile environments;

information may not only change in content, but also in place. In the Internet Protocol (lP), where

each PC is identified by its own unique IP to send and receive data. The IP is given to the PC

following certain procedure and policies to insure that the IP will be unique on the network, and most

of the time it depends on the network the PC is connected to. Any change in the network or the

position of the PC, lets say moved to a different location implies the change of the IP, hence manual

intervention in some cases if the IP is not obtained automatically from a certain resource or provided

by the network if configured to accept new host and supply IP addresses. In both cases the new IP

will mean a new PC on the network to the rest of the PCs connected to the network. In mobile

environments, the unit must change locations and join different networks based on its position without

loosing its own identity while in the process. The network must know that the unit moved to another

place to be able to send and accept request from it, and to continue the old request submitted from a

different location. If not so, data will be lost or sent to other units and the idea of mobility will no longer

exist.

Data in mobile environments may very much depend on the location of the user. To answer

certain queries that ask about info pertaining to the position of the user is another big issue in the

mobile computing paradigm [13]. For example take the query "that asks for the nearest hotel", or "the

nearest Lebanese restaurant" and many more examples can be given on such requests. Querying the

uncertain position of moving objects also was one of the researches fields of interest, a new system

was presented called the Moving Objects Spatio-Temporal data model (MOST) was developed by [2]

to introduce a new model for databases with dynamic attributes. In addition to MOST they proposed a

Future Temporal Logic (FTL) as a query language for the model.



Chapter 3
Network Architecture

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will try to describe the network architecture used to deliver mobile connectivity for

users using cellular technology. The focus will be to understand how these systems work; we will

conduct a comparison between the protocols with respect to network messages and database

operations. We proposed some enhancements to the protocols used in the IS-41 model and the

Forwarding pointer models [21]. We conducted a cost study on these models with respect to network

messages and database operations. In the Hierarchical model [21] update process we also proposed

to use the distance based update mechanism after we conducted an analysis on the cost of update in

the hierarchical model. Finally we proposed to use an adaptive location management model to

accommodate for the various requirements of mobile users and their behavior.

3.2 Network Architecture

The network architecture for such networks can never be apart of the notion of existing fixed

networks. In real world the purpose of such mobile networks is to provide a set of wireless services for

mobile users. By services we mean either an extension to existing fixed services on fixed networks or

totally new services adapted from the idea of mobility. A small example is location dependent data

services. To reach a point where the wireless world be able to deliver the same and even better

services, it must be based on a stable and reliable structure, we mean by it the fixed network. Building

on the existing network is a must for many reasons, mobile units are just a mean to deliver information

to users while on the move, we saw that the mobile units can't, at least till now, replace the big and

fast stations placed on fixed locations to serve thousands of users. Data stored on servers will

continue to serve clients on the fixed network in addition to mobile users. Wireless computing is

another new way to deliver information to users, this implies the fact that it must read data from a

place, and this place will mainly be the fixed network. The integration of the wireless world and the

land world, if we can call it, is a must to benefit from the wealth of the existing infrastructure and the

flexibility of the mobile computing.
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Figure 3.1: Mobile system architecture

To more elaborate on the idea let us see how the mobile unit communicates with the network.

Let us assume it a PCS communicating with the cellular network. The cellular architecture is made of

a fixed backbone network, and Mobile Hosts (MH) or Mobile Units (MU) communicating with the

network through Mobile Support Station (MSS) or Base Stations (BS). The area covered by a single

trans-receiver signal is called a cell and is managed by one BS, so the MH can communicate with one

BS at a time in a given cell [28]. To communicate with a MH its BS must be located before connecting

to it, mobility implies movement from one place to another and thus from one cell to another. The BS

will change as the MH crosses the boundaries of one cell to another; this process is called a Handoff

[25]. A handoff is a very important process that involves many hidden operations done at the MH level

as well as the network level, signaling and updating of different databases on the networks are done

every time a handoff occurs.

Base stations are connected to the fixed network through Mobile Switching Centers. When a

call is done the callee's (the one being called) zone is identified, and his routing information is

retrieved to set up the call process. The routing information include the callee MSC port (address), the

ID for contacting the MSC, and the state of the unit, if off [3,17].

Registration area is a term used to describe the idea of grouping cells together under one area

to be managed by one server; this server is called the location server. The mobile host that uses the

network is supposed to be registered in one registration area under what is called the Home location

server of the registration area [3]. It is the responsibility of the HLS to keep track of the location of the
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mobile host on the network; in addition it is used to keep information about mobile hosts that are

visiting cells in the registration area where the location server is responsible.

The information in the location server is updated whenever one of these events occurs:

. The mobile host switches on

. The mobile host handoff

. The mobile host moves from one registration area to another

. The mobile host switches off

3.2.1 Mobile host switches ON

When the MH is turned on the process of registration is initiated transparently from the user,

the MH sends a special message to the MSS to indicate that it needs to register itself on the network.

The MSS sends the message or the request to the location server of the registration area the MSS is

located in. The location server sends a message to the home location server of the MH to indicate

that the MH is registering on the network. The message sent to the HLS indicates the location of the

MH (the current cell of the MH), in addition the location server adds the new MH to its database by

creating a new record for it. The HLS sends an acknowledgment to the location server that the MH

can register and thus the MSS is informed that the process is complete and it must inform the MH that

the request is accepted and the registration process is done [17].

3.2.2 Handoffs

To be able to maintain the connection of the MH to the network while the user moves from one

cell to other a handoff protocol was developed. Handoffs can be initiated by two factors: user mobility

and signal strength deterioration. Inter cell handoff is when a user moves from one cell to another, if

the connection is passed from one MSS to another with no interruption it is called soft-handoff, if

interruption occurs while in the process it is called hard-handoff. Deterioration of the signal results in

intra-cell handoff where the calls are transferred to different radio channels in the same cell [25].

A mobile host can detect a stronger signal from a MSS and thus starts a handoff process by

sending a message to the new MSS. This message informs the new MSS that the MH wants to enter

the new cell; the message will include the MH identifier and the old MSS that was serving it. When the

new MSS receives a handoff request it uses the filed that indicates the old MSS to send a message to

it requesting the MH profile. After this the new MSS informs the location server to reflect the new

changes in its database by updating the record of the MH to indicate the new location (cell) of the MH.

The location server must acknowledge back to the new MSS that the changes are committed. In the

case where we are still in the same registration area the HLS is not updated, when we have Cross-

registration areas handoffs then the HLS will be updated [25,21].

3.2.3 Mobile host switches off

As in the case of registration the mobile host must inform the MSS that it will stop using the

network and turns off, by this process the MSS will know that this MH is out of reach because it is

turned off. The process initiated by turning the device off will be considered as de-registration, a
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message will be sent from the MH to the MSS, from the MSS to the location server. The location

server will check its database to determine the HLS of the MH and informs it that the MH will turn off.

After the successful completion of the process the HLS will be updated and the last location of the MH

before it was turned off will be saved in the HLS.

This process is very useful to reduce the process of setting up a call between a caller and the

turned off MH. When setting up a call the MH must be found before setting up the call, if the location

server knows that the MH is turned off it will cut down the process by directly informing the caller that

the MH is off instead of searching, locating and then trying to establish a connection that will fail due to

the fact that the MH is off.

3.3 Location management

In this paragraph we will describe several location management protocols, the Global System

for Mobile Communication (GSM) used in Europe and the Middle East, and the Electronics Industry

Association Telecommunication Industry Association (EIA/TIA) standard 41 (IS-41) [21], the

Forwarding pointers protocol [22], new lookup protocol called LiLLP [28], and finally a scheme that

uses a hierarchical architecture.

3.3.1 IS-41/GSM update and search schemes

In the current adopted systems that operate cellular networks (GSM and IS-41), each mobile

user is associated to a Home Location Server [3,5]. HLS is located on the network, in a zone

predefined for the user; it maintains the current location of the user and additional info about the user.

The notion of a profile [16] is used in the process; a profile is kept for each user in the HLS to store all

the information needed about the user. When a user moves to a new zone the HLS is updated to

reflect the changes. Location servers (LS) are introduced to the picture to improve performance. LSs

are maintained at each zone to store a copy of the user profile that is currently located in the zone.

The same idea is used in GSM network where HLS are called HLR and the different LS are called

VLR (visitor location registration), but all the process is the same as the IS-41 [3].

3.3.1.1 Search protocol in IS-41

To be able to set up a call with any mobile host, the mobile host must be located in the first

place. The location servers are responsible to locate the MH and give the necessary information

about the MH. Along the process several messages are send and received by the different devices

involved in the process, the MH, the MSS, and the location servers will exchange messages and

respond to queries to locate the MH being called. The caller will be located in a cell on the network

and thus this cell must be managed by a MSS, let us call the mobile host of the caller MH_Caller and

the MSS of the caller MSS—Caller—Cell. The first step will be for the MH_Caller to send a message to

MSS—Caller—Cell to ask about the location of the MH it wants to set up a call with and let us call the

later MH_Dest. The MSS —Caller—Cell will forward the message to the LS —Caller—MSS (location

server responsible for the MSS of the caller cell), the LS —Caller—MSS will check its database to find a

record about the MH_Dest and its HLS. The LS—Caller—MSS will send a message to the HLS_Dest to

ask about MH_Dest location, the HLS_Dest has a record that informs it where the MH_Dest is located.

The HLS_Dest sends a message to the location server of MH_Dest call it LS_MSS_Dest, which in turn
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will reply by sending the MSS_Dest_Cell of MH_Dest all the way back to MSS —Caller—Cell and thus

the call can be set up [3,5,21].

MH_ID	 HLS

MH_Dest	 HLS_Dest

LS_Caller_MSS

MSS Caller CellI
MH_CaIIer

MH_ID	 LS

5 j MH_Dest - LS_MSS_Dest

-ILS_Dest

MHID	 MSS

MH_Dest	 MSS_Dest_CeH

A
MSS_Dest_Cell

MH_Dest

Figure 3.2: IS-41 Search Scheme

A very important note we can make on the process above is what we stated earlier about the

process of switching the MH OFF, if the de-registration message was processed properly and the

location servers were informed that the MH was turned off then the process of searching would have

ended in the HLS_Dest due to the fact that a certain field in the record of the MH_Dest will indicate

that it is off and no need to further continue to process.

Table 3.1 Number of DB lookups and network messages in IS-41 Search

From	 To	 DB Lookup	 Net Messages
1	 MSS Caller Cell	 LS_ Caller_MSS	 0	 1
2	 LS_ Caller_MSS	 DB_LS_ Caller_MSS	 1	 0
3	 LS_ Caller_MSS	 HLS_Dest	 0	 1
4	 HLS_Dest	 DB_HLS_Dest	 1	 0
5	 HLS_Dest	 LS_Dest_MSS	 0	 1
6	 LSDe5LMSS	 DB LS_Dest_MSS	 1	 0
7	 LS_Dest_MSS	 HLS_Dest	 0	 1
8	 HLS_Dest	 LS_ Caller_MSS	 0	 1
9	 LS_ Caller_MSS	 MSS Caller _Cell	 0	 1

Total	 3	 6

3.3.1.2 Update protocol in IS-41

The location server records the location of the MI-I in addition to some other information about

the MH; the search protocol uses the location servers to locate a MH and establishes connection to it.

Every MH resides under a registration area at one time, whenever a MH crosses a registration area its

location must be changed in the location server to reflect the changes so that whenever a call is
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placed to the MH it can be located. Since the IS-41 protocol needs the HLS of the MH to always be

up-to-date, the changes must be recorded in the HLS database of the MH moving from one

registration area to another. When a MH moves to a new cell the MH tells the new MSS that it needs

to use the new cell and the process of updating the location begins. The MSS _ New _Cell sends a

message to the LS_ MSS _New —Cell that a new MH entered the area, the later will look in its database

to find the HLS of MH let us call it HLS_MH. Using this information the LS_MSS_New_Cell sends a

message to HLS_MH to inform it about the changes, in its turn HLS_MH updates the record of MH to

point to LS—MSS—New—Cell as the new location of the MH and sends host information (user profile,

and other info) to LS—MSS—New—Cell. After receiving this information from HLSMH the

LS_MSS_New_Cell updates it own MH record and sends an acknowledgment to MSS—New—Cell.

According to the protocol the HLS_MH sends a request to the LS —MSS—Old—Cell to delete any host

information about the MH and sends a confirmation to HLS_MH [3,21].
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Figure 3.3: IS-41 Update Scheme

Table 3.2 Number of DB lookups and network messages in IS-41 Update

From	 To	 DB Access	 Net Messages
1	 MSS _New Cell 	 LS_ MSS_New_Cell	 0	 1
2	 LS_ MSS _New _Cell 	 DB_LS_ MSS _New _Cell 	 1 Look Up	 0
3	 LS_ MSS _New Cell	 HLS_MH	 0	 1
4	 HLS_MH	 DB_ HLS_MH	 1 Update	 0
5	 HLS_MH	 LS MSS _New Cell	 0	 1
6	 LS_ MSS New _Cell	 DB_LS_ MSS_New_Cell	 1 Update	 0
7	 _S MSS _New_Cell	 MSS _New_Cell	 0	 1
8	 HLS_MH	 LS MSS _Old _Cell	 0	 1
9	 LS_MSS_ Old _Cell	 DB_LS_ MSS _Old Cell	 1 Update	 0

Total	 1 Look Up	 5
3 Updates

3.3.1.3 Comments on the protocol

After studying the protocol used we can comment on some points pertaining to the search

approach used as well as to the update. Whenever we talk about search and update we are faced
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with a compromise of one on the extent of the other. Simply speaking if we take the idea of search in

a database we can see that to speed a search we add what is called an index, but as we add indexes

we face the problem of update taking longer. An overhead will be put on the system no matter what

approach we favor, if we go for the search scenario the system will face the overhead of update but

the search will be fast. On the other hand if we use an approach that updates lesser then we reduce

the overhead of update on the system but increase the time of search.

The protocol studied above uses a HLS as permanent location server for every MH, and every

time we handoff to a new registration area the record in the HLS must be updated, we can say that in

the adopted scheme the search must be fast because the HLS always knows where the MH is located

in. If the MH crosses registration areas boundaries frequently then the overhead on the network will be

big due to frequent updates, and we saw earlier that this process involves many messages sent

between the several parties involved in the process thus increasing the network traffic. The protocol

favors the search over update, we can say that using this strategy the search for a MH and thus set-

up-call process must be fast, but what if the MH crosses boundaries more frequent than it gets calls

then the overhead of update is unnecessary, and the location management used in this protocol is

inefficient.

Studying the protocol we suggest few things that can improve the performance of the search

and update at the location servers.

• First instead of the location server of the calling MH sends the location message to

the HLS of the destination MH let it check its own location server for the location of the

destination MH. A user tends to call the same people repeatedly and hence the

search will be much faster because there is no need to query the HLS of the

destination MH. If we assume this addition to the scheme we might see additional

update to reflect any location changes a destination host might undergo.

• Second when the MH crosses a registration area and the update process is initiated,

as we saw at the end of the process the HLS sends a message to the

LS—Old—MSS—Cell to delete the host information of the MH that moved, instead of

deleting the info why not update it to reflect the new changes and thus pointing to the

LS—New—MSS—Cell so that any call initiated by a user in the old cell can connect

directly to the destination MH. Example if user leaves work to home, the probability of

being called from users in the old location let us say work campus is high and thus we

reduce the search time without affecting the update overhead.

• Third One might argue that when the user leaves to another new registration area the

record of the MH in LS—Old—MSS—Cell will not be updated because the HLS will only

contact the location server the MH is leaving and not all the location servers the MH

has visited previously and that is true unless a different updating scheme is adopted.

Location servers can compare the record of a MH with the record of the same MH

located in the HLS of the MH and update it as necessary according to certain time

intervals for example, knowing that the record in the HLS is always up to date.
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3.3.2 Forwarding Pointers Scheme

This scheme is used to improve the IS-41 scheme pertaining to location updates. In the IS-41

scheme the HLS must always be updated on every location update done on the network for a ' MH.

This will increase the network traffic in case of frequent registration-area crossing; the scheme [22] is

an extension to the previous scheme and not totally new one. In the scheme the process of locating

the HLS of the destination MH i.e. the MH being called is the same. The HLS will send back the LS

where the MH resides in according to a record in its database, also the same as the IS-41 protocol.

The difference is that the LS found in the record of the HLS might not be the correct location server of

the MH, when the MH moves from one LS to another the HLS is not updated instead a field is saved in

the LS server to point to the location of the new LS. This process is continued at every registration-

area crossing and thus we will have a chain of forwarding pointers that each one points to the next LS

on the path to reach the MH [3].

3.3.2.1 Search protocol in FP

Being an extension to the IS-41 protocol, the same steps are initially done in the process of

searching for a mobile host to set up a call. The caller MH (MH_Caller) will send a message to the

MSS—Caller—Cell, in its turn the MSS—Caller—Cell will forward the message to the location server of

the MSS (LS_CaIler_MSS). Checking its own database the location server will get the HLS_Dest (the

MH being called) and thus send a message to the HLS of the destination host. HLS_Dest will send

back the location server of the MH_Dest based on the information located in its database.

LS—Caller—MSS will send a location message to the LS returned from HLS_Dest, the LS will check its

database to see if the MH_Dest resides in its area if not it will forward the request to the next LS based

on the Forward _Pointer saved in its database. This process will continue till the message reach the

destination host. After reaching LS_Dest_Cell a message is sent back to the LS —Caller—Cell that

sends a reply to MSS—Caller—Cell [3, 22].
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Figure 3.4: FP Search Scheme
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Table 3.3 Number of DB lookups and network messages in FP Search

From	 To	 DB lookup	 Net Message
1	 MSS Caller Cell	 LS Caller MSS	 0	 1
2	 LS Caller_MSS	 DB_LS_ Caller_MSS	 1	 0
3	 LS Caller_MSS	 HLS_Dest	 0	 1
4	 HLS_Dest	 DB_HLS_Dest	 1	 0
5	 HLS_Dest	 LS_ Caller MSS	 0	 1
6	 LS_ Caller_MSS	 LSMSS1	 0	 1
7	 LS_MSS1	 DB_LS_MSS1	 1	 0
8	 LS_MSS1	 LS_MSS2	 0	 1
9	 LS_MSS2	 DB_LS_MSS2	 1	 0
N-i	 LSMSS(N-1)	 LS_MSS(N)	 0	 1
N	 LS_MSS(N)	 DB_LS_MSS(N)	 1	 0
N+1 LS_MSS(N)	 LS_ Caller_MSS	 0	 1
N+2 ...S_ Caller_MSS	 MSS _Caller Cell	 0	 1

3.3.2.2 Update protocol in FP

As in the IS-41 protocol the mobile host initiates a process whenever it crosses a registration

area, the old mobile support station must send the new mobile support station information about the

mobile host so that the mobile host can stay connected to the network and function properly. The

process also includes updates that are done on the location servers to reflect the changes that

happened in the physical environment. Whenever a MH enters a new registration area the location

server of the new area must be informed and a record for the MH must be created, if it does not exist,

to identify the MH. The old location server must update its record to reflect the changes that occurred

to the location of the MH; in the LS of the old MSS a forwarding pointer must be maintained to point to

the new location. The record must include the MH ID, and the new Location server, the mobile host ID

is unique in the system so we cannot have in the same LS for the same MH two pointers pointing to

two different location servers.

In the scheme [22] we can see that no update is needed on the HLS as a MH crosses

registration areas, only the Location servers involved in the process are updated. The LS of the area

that the MH is leaving will add a pointer to the new location server, and the LS of the area the MH is

joining will add a record for the new MH. In fact this process adds nothing new to the way it is

implemented in IS-41, no additional messages need to be send between the old and the new LSs.

The new protocol will reduce the network traffic as stated earlier because no interaction is needed with

the HLS as in the IS-41 protocol.

Table 3.4 Number of DB lookups and network messages in FP Update

From	 To	 DB Access	 Net Message
Registration Crossing

1	 MSS_ Old _Cell	 LS_MSS_ Old _Cell	 0	 1
2 LS_ MSS _Old _Cell	 DB_LS_ MSS  Old _Cell	 1 Update for FP	 0
3 MSS _New_Cell	 LS_MSSNew_CeII 	 0	 1
4 LS_ MSS _New_Cell DB LS_ MSS_New_Cell 1 Update	 0

Registration Crossing
5	 MSS_ Old _Cell	 LS_MSS_ Old _Cell 	 0	 1
6 LS_MSS_ Old _Cell	 DB_LS_ MSS _Old _Cell 	 1 Update for FP	 0
7 MSS_ New_Cell	 LS_MSS_ New_Cell	 0	 1
8 LS_ MSS New _Cell DB_ LS_ MSS_New_Cell 1 Update	 0
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As we can see from the table at every crossing we will have the current MSS informing its

location server that the MH will leave the zone, we refer to the current MSS as the MSS _Old _Cell in

the table. The Location server will update the record of the MH to reflect that it moved and will add a

forwarding pointer to indicate the changes. In the new area the MSS_ New _Cell will inform its location

server that a new MH will join in and thus creating a new record in the database of the new location

server. The process will only involve the location servers of the areas the MH is leaving and entering,

the MH must inform its current MSS that it is leaving its registration area and thus the scheme

introduces no additional overhead on the system communication. The current location server must

update its current database to reflect the new location of the MH by storing a pointer to the new

location server. The new location server must also update its database to accept the new MH; in this

case the scheme introduces no overhead on the process because the communication and database

access must be done in all cases.

3.3.2.3 Comments on the protocol

The protocol delivered what it promised in reducing the network load with respect to updating

the location servers. From our study we can talk about some points that must be considered and

counted for if using this protocols.

• In the IS-41 [3] the HLS is always updated and always indicate the current location of

the MH, in the FP protocol [22] the HLS might give the current location of the MH or

might not.

• In case the HLS does not have the correct current location it will point to the LS that

has the start pointer that form a kind of a chain that leads to the current location of the

MH.

• When we talk about pointers and chains of pointers we will definitely face

management and cost overhead on the system. We will have to manage the pointers

and count for the cost of implementing these pointers.

• The protocol uses a kind of a chain for forwarding pointers to reach the final LS and

thus the MH, if one of the LS servers involved in the chain fails or looses it data the

whole chain will break and the information in all the location servers will be useless.

• To solve the problem of chain failures additional overhead must be put on the system,

this addition can be divided into two parts: Hardware and Software, we propose that:

1. The hardware of the location servers must tolerate faults and be able to function

properly even when some hardware errors occur. The data in LSs are saved on

disks and thus the disks must be at least mirrored to tolerate failures, the

databases used to store the data must also be managed properly to enable the

system to recover properly from failures or crashes.

2. The location server must be able to inform other location servers that a failure

occurred in its system and when performing recovery the system can ask for data

from other servers as needed. If one of the location servers fails along the chain,

what will happen to the MH and how can we reach it. The only information found
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in the HLS is first LS in the chain and thus a call to the MH cannot be made

because the search for the MH will fail along the path.

3. The protocol must be able to inform the HLS of the MH being called that the MH is

not found and thus the HLS will send a broadcast to all location servers in the

network to ask about the MH. The LS that is hosting the MH will send back a

message to the HLS to inform it that the MH is locates in its registration area and

thus the record in the HLS will be updated. Let us take an example, assume we

have a MH_Caller that want to call another MH_Dest. First the MH_Caller will

contact the local location server and then the HLS_Dest as explained in the

search protocol. The HLS_Dest will send back the LS that it has for the MH_Dest

to the LS—Caller, the LS—Caller will send a message that will start to traverse the

chain till it reaches a failed node (a failed LS). An error message will be sent back

to the LS—Caller that informs it of an error caused by a broken chain, the

LS—Caller will send a message to the HLS_Dest to inform it about the error. The

HLS_Dest will send a broadcast to all the location servers asking about MH_Dest,

when a reply comes back from a LS the HLS Dest updates it records and send

the new LS_Dest to LS—Caller.

The first LS in the chain will have its address saved in the HLS of the MH we want to find. Let

us say that the mobile host disconnects from the network at some location, the information found in

the location servers across the chain will be useless. What is done in the protocol is to purge all the

forwarding pointers after the MH reconnects to the network. How this is possible is simple, when a

MH connects to a network it must register in the network according to a registration process explained

earlier in the chapter. This process will send the current location of the MH to its HLS and informs it

that this MH wants to register; the registration process will be conducted as usual but with a new

addition to the process. The HLS and before updating its record to indicate the new current location of

the MH will send a message to old location server saved in its database to delete the forwarding

pointers, the old LS will also send the message to the next LS on the chain if found and thus the chain

will be deleted. The old chain will be deleted, and the correct location will be taken from the HLS at

first hit until the MH moves to a new registration area and thus a new chain will be formed.

What we propose is the following

1. In fact the chain is not totally useless after a disconnection, when the MH switches off

and also according to the scheme a de-registration message will be send to the HLS

to indicate that the MH is OFF and thus the HLS will know the last current location of

the MH when it disconnected. If the MH Switches On in the same area where it

disconnected and this is very likely to happen, because we usually switch off in places

where we want to be away from phone calls like the house, when sleeping, in

restaurants when eating, etc..., and thus when we Switch On again we are in the

same area. The registration process will send a message with the current location to

the HLS to inform it that the MH wants to register, the same registration process.

2. The HLS will compare the LS found in its record for the MH to the new LS, if they are

the same and it will be the case if the MH is still in the same area then no delete
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message will be sent to the chain of forwarding pointers. The information in the chain

is still valid and thus it can be used by MHs who uses the location servers that makes

up the chain.

3. On the other hand if the location in HLS does not match with the location send by the

mobile host when registering then the chain will be deleted.

During registration
begin
if LS of current cell is the same as the last LS stored at HLS before de-registration
then register
Else Update the HLS with new location and send message to delete the old FP chain
end

4. In the record of mobile host that includes the HLS of the mobile host we will add a

field for the forwarding pointer, the protocol will first check if the field has an entry, if

yes it will use it to locate the destination host, if not the protocol will use the HLS to

locate the destination host. Since the HLS and the FP field are in the same record

then no additional database operations will be needed If the FP field is empty, the

protocol will use the HLS to search for the destination mobile host. One database

operation will read both values and then check them.

5. The search protocol assumes that the calling host will check the HLS of the

destination to get the first LS in the chain, what we propose is that fact that the

location server of the calling host might be in the chain of the forwarding pointers pre-

established by a call to the destination host.

6. Let the calling MH check at first its own LS, if there is a field that indicates that there is

a pointer to another location server then use it. Mobile hosts that belong to the chain

of location servers will benefit from the chain directly. As for new callers, the ones

that belong to location servers with no knowledge about the location of the destination

MH in their database will have to contact the HLS go through the search process.

Table 3.5 Number of DB lookups and network messages in FP and modified FP

Protocol	 Number of DB lookups	 Number of Network Messages
FP Search	 3+N FP 	 4+NFP + 2
FP Modified	 1 + N_FP	 1 +N FP + 2

3.3.3 Lightweight Location Lookup Protocol

Lightweight Location lookup Protocol (LiLLP) will improve the way the IS-41 standard look up

a host by reducing the course it takes to find and send back the rout information, as stated by the

authors [28]. In IS-41 when MH_Caller calls MH_Dest, MH_Caller initiates a local lookup in its own

LS, if not found it calls MH_Dest home location server. HLS_Dest retrieves the information from

LS_MSS_Dest if the information is not already in HLS_Dest and sends it back to LS —MSS—Caller. In

the LiLLP the HLS of HLS_Dest will send the location server of the destination mobile to the caller and

MSS—Caller will establish the connection directly to the LS of MH_Dest using routing information from

destination location server, thus reducing overhead on the system.
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The search protocol [28] will reduce the search procedure found in IS-41 because it will

eliminate the need of HLS of the destination MH to contact its current location server. The new

protocol will not retrieve the whole routing information of the mobile host being called; instead it will

only retrieve the current location server that is serving the MH. The calling party will send a

connection request to the LS of called mobile host and reserve network paths. When the LS receive

the request it will send a request to the MSS of the mobile host based on the routing information

stored in the LS. The MSS will page the MH in its cell and once the mobile host responds the

connection will be established.

MSS_Det_CI

Figure 3.5: LiLLP Search Scheme

Table 3.6 Number of DB lookups and network messages in LiLLP Search

From	 To	 DB lookup	 Net Message
1	 MSS Caller _Cell 	 LS_ Caller_MSS	 0	 1
2	 LS_ Caller_MSS	 DB_LS_ Caller_MSS	 1	 0
3	 LS_ Caller_MSS	 HLS_Dest	 0	 1
4	 HLS_Dest	 DB_HLS_Dest	 1	 0
5	 HLS_Dest	 LS_ Caller MSS	 0	 1
6	 LS_ Caller_MSS	 MSS _Caller_Cell	 0	 1

Total	 2	 4

3.3.4 Cost Comparison

Call to mobility ratio, a term used to describe a criteria by which we can weight the benefits of

using or favoring one approach over another. When a mobile host crosses registration areas more

frequent than receiving calls then we say that the call to mobility ratio is low. Whereas when the

mobile host receives calls more frequent than crossing registration areas we say that the call to

mobility ratio is high. Why is this important in the study of any location scheme, there is no one

ultimate scheme that can be used and always give the best results. For example, when we talk about

low call-mobility ratio we can notice that the rate of updates done on the system is high. If the update
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rate is high then we have to choose a protocol that enhances the update process. When the call to

mobility ratio is high then we can say that searches done by the system are the governing factors, so

we have to go with the solution that best suits and enhance the search process.

The numbers in the following table are derived as follows: in the 15-41 we can refer to the

table and see that we have 3 database lookups at the location server of the calling mobile host, at the

home location server of the mobile host being called, and at the location server where the target

mobile host currently resides. In the same protocol we can see that we have 6 messages send and

received on the network to locate the host being called, three of which to get to the current location

server of the mobile host being called and another three to get back to the caller with the routing

information. In the FP protocol we have three database lookups, the first in the location server of the

calling mobile, the second in the home location server of the destination mobile, and the third in the

first location server in the chain of location servers. In addition to this we have to lookup every location

server found in the chain and thus we have the number 3 + number of forwarding pointers (N_FP). If

the first location server in the chain is the current location of the mobile host then the NFP will be

equal to 0 and the total number of lookups will be 3. Also we have four network messages to reach

the first location server in the chain plus N_FP messages to traverse the chain, plus one message

from the current location server of the mobile host being called to the location server of the calling

mobile, plus one message from the location server to the MSS of the calling mobile for. If the NFP =

0 then we have 6 network messages the same as the IS-41 protocol. In the LiLLP search we have

only two lookups in the location server of the calling mobile and the HLS of the mobile host being

called. We have only four network messages; the routing information is not needed in the protocol.

When the calling host receives the location of the mobile being called the system reserves the network

path to the destination location server and use it to set up the connection. The detailed routing

information is not needed during the search procedure and it will be obtained along the connection

process.

Table 3.7 Total numbers of the DB lookups and the network messages in Search protocols

Protocol	 Number of DB lookups	 Number of Network Messages
IS-41 Search	 3	 6
FP Search	 3+N FP 	 4+NFP + 2
LILLP Search	 2	 4

Table 3.8 Total numbers of the DB access and the network messages in Update protocols

Protocol	 Number of DB Access	 Number of Network Messages
IS-41 Update	 4	 5
FP Update	 2	 2

The table provides a total number of the database lookups and the network messages in each

protocol, the cost of the lockups and the network messages are not considered in the table. In the

network we have different kinds of network messages and the cost of these messages differ from each

other. The cost of a message between a MSS and its LS is different than the cost of message

between a LS and the HLS of a mobile host.

CM	 Call—Mobility ratio

U	 Cost of Update
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3.3.4.1 Search Cost

Cost of search in the IS-41 protocol can be derived from the table that describes the number

of network messages and database access operations.

S_IS = Cost(MSS_CaHer_CeII - LS_ Caller _MSS) + Cost(LS_ Caller _MSS-DB_ LS_CaIIer_MSS)
+ Cost(LS_CaIIer_MSS- HLS_Dest) + Cost(HLS_Dest-DB_ HLS_Dest)

+ Cost(HLS_Dest-LS_ DesL MSS) + Cost(LS_Dest_MSS-DB_LS_ DesLMSS)
+ cost(Ls_ Dest_MSS-HLS_Dest) + Cost(HLS_Dest-* LS_CaIIer_MSS)

+ Cost(LS_Caller_MSS-MSS_CaIIer_CeII)

From the above equation we can derive the following:

S_IS = 2(MSS_LS) + 4(LS_HLS) + 3(DBLookup)

In case the mobile host switches off then we can alter the deregistration process to send a

message to the HLS of the mobile host to indicate that the mobile is off. The cost of this alteration to

the de-registration process will be 1 network message and 1 update database operation. In this case

we will have:

S_IS = Cost(MSS_CaIIer_CeIl --> LS —Caller _MSS) + Cost(LS_ Caller _MSS-DB_ LS_ Caller _MSS)
+ cost(Ls_caIIer_Mss- HLS_Dest) + cost(HLS_Dest- DB_ HLS_Dest)

Cost(HLS_Dest4LS_caller_MSS) + Cost(LS_CaIIer_MSS-* MSS_CaIler_CeII)

When the location server contacts the HLS of the destination mobile host, the profile of the

host will indicate that the mobile is off and thus the calling party will be informed and no further work

will be done. The search cost in case the mobile host is turned off will be:

S_IS = 2(MSS_LS) + 2(LS_HLS) + 2(DBLookup)

The process will eliminate 2 network messages between the location server and the home

location server of the mobile host, knowing that the cost of the message between a location server and

a home location server is larger than the cost of a message between a MSS and its LS. The

improvement also eliminates 1 database lookup from the process.

When a search process is initiated to locate a mobile host we can add the location of the

mobile host to the location server of the calling host, the next time a search is initiated from the same

location server for the same mobile host the local database at the location server will serve the

request. The search cost will be:

S_IS = Cost(MSS_CaIIer_ceII-* LS—Caller—MSS) + Cost(LS_Caller_MSS-DB_ LS—Caller—MSS)
+ Cost(LS_Caller_MSS-MSS_CalIer_CeII)

S_IS = 2(MSS_LS) + 1(DBLookup)
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The MSS will send a message to its location server, the location server will check its database

for the location of the mobile host, if the location is found then the location server will send the location

back to the MSS so that the connection process will be continued. This will remove the

communication between the location server and the home location server. This will improve the

search process, but we can argue that when the destination moves to a new location the information

cashed at the location server will have wrong information. To alter the update process to update all

the cashed information when a mobile moves will imply overhead on the system in several aspects.

The HLS will have to send network messages to all location servers that have cashed information

about the host that moved, a database update operation will be applied at each location server when a

move occur. In addition the HLS must keep a record of all the location servers involved so that it

knows where to send the update messages and this will introduce another overhead on the system. If

we assume that we have N number of location servers involved then we will have N messages from

the HLS to the LSs plus N database update operations:

Cost of update + N(HLS_LS) + N(DBUpdate)

We can use the modified search protocol but without the update overhead, when a mobile

moves to a new location the HLS only is updated as in the original protocol. When a search is

initiated, the local database will be contacted at first and the location of the mobile will be returned to

the MSS. When the connection setup process is continued we can have two results, if the destination

mobile is at the location indicated by the database then we will have a "hit", if the mobile is not found

then we will have a "miss" and then the HLS will be contacted as in the initial protocol. This will lead

to: 2(MSS_LS) + 1(DBLookup) + contacting the location server + return message that the mobile is not

in the current registration area + conduct initial search protocol.

In case the mobile user does not move a lot, and receives calls from a stable set of users then

this protocol will add some improvements to the search protocol. In case the mobile user moves a lot

then we will have a lot of 'miss" in the search process if we decide not to update all the cached sites at

every move.

Table 3.9 Search cost in IS-41 and in proposed modified protocol

Search Protocol	 Cost
IS-41	 2(MSS_LS) + 4(LS_HLS) + 3(DBLookup)
IS-41 with Update	 2(MSS_LS) + 1(DBLookup)
IS-41 with Update	 2(MSS_LS) + 1(DBLookup) + 2(MSS LS) + 4(LS_HLS) + 3(DBLookup)
and a miss

Cost of search in forwarding pointers scheme can also be defined in the same way the search

cost for the IS-41 was defined regarding network messages and database operations.

SFP = Cost(MSS_CalIer_CeIl - LS —Caller—MSS) + Cost(LS_Caller_MSS-DB_ LS—Caller—MSS)
+ Cost(LS_Caller_MSS- HLS_Dest) + Cost(HLS_Dest-*DB_ HLS_Dest)

+ Cost(HLS_Dest-LS_ DesL MSS1) + Cost(LS_De5LMSS1 -DB_LS_ Dest_MSS1)
+ Cost(LS_ Dest MSS 14 LS_ DesL MSS2) + Cost(LS_ DestMSS24DB_ LS_ De5LMSS2)

+ ....

+ Cost(LS_ Dest MSS(N)4 DB_ LS_ DesLMSS(N))
+ Cost(LS_ Dest_MSS(N)- LS—Caller—MSS) - this step to go back to the caller

+ Cost(LS_Caller_MSS - MSS—Caller—Cell)

From the above we can derive:
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S_FP = 2(MSS_LS) +2(LS HLS) + 3(DBLookUp) + N_FP(LS_LS) + N_FP(DBLookUp) + N_FP(LS_LS)

From the equation we can see that the cost of search in FP protocol is bigger than the cost of

search in IS-41 protocol, the search protocol depends on the number of forwarding pointers in the

chain. If the number of forwarding pointers is small then the cost will be small, if the number of

forwarding pointers is large then the cost will be large. The protocol as stated before tries to improve

the update cost in the system, if the mobile host moves a lot compared to the number of calls it

receives then the protocol will deliver a good performance, on the other hand if the mobile host

receives calls more frequent than moving from one registration area to another then the search cost

will be the dominant factor in the system and the performance will suffer. In the paper[3] the authors

state that for the protocol to work efficiently the length of the chain must be smaller than five. If the

chain length exceeded the number proposed by the paper then the proper thing to do is to update the

HLS of the MH, in this case the forwarding chain of pointers must be deleted. The HLS will have the

current location of the MH after the update and in this case the search cost will be reduced.

Cost of search in the LiLLP will be:

S_L1 Cost(MSS_CaIler_CelI-LS_CaIIer_MSS) + Cost(LS_CaIIer_MSS-DB_ LS-Caller-MSS) +
Cost(LS_CaIIer_MSS- HLS_Dest) + Cost(HLS_Dest-DB_ HLS_Dest) + Cost(HLS_Dest- LS_CaIIer_MSS) +

cost(Ls_caIIer_Mss-)MSS_CaIIer_ceII)

This will give us:

S_LI= 2(MSS_LS) + 2(LS_HLS) + 2(DBLookUp)

In the LiLLP protocol we found that also the idea of cashing the location of the destination; host

in the location server of the calling mobile will improve the performance and reduce the cost of search.

As in the IS-41 we will have to manage the chased data in the location servers when a move occurs

and the location of the mobile changes. in case of caching we will have:

S_LI= 2(MSS_LS) + 1(DBLookUp)

Table 3.10 Search cost comparison between studied protocols

Search Protocol	 Cost
1S-41	 2(MSS_LS) + 4(LS_HLS) + 3(DBLookup)
FP	 2(MSS_LS) +2(LS_HLS) + 3(DBLookUp) + NFP(LS_LS) +

N_FP(DBLookUp) + N_FP(LSLS)
LiLLP	 2(MSS_LS) + 2(LS_HLS) + 2(DBLookUp)

What we have to take into consideration also is that the cost of a message between a MSS

and its LS is different than the cost of LS and the HLS of a mobile host, and this is why we have to

consider different costs in the formulas. In the IS-41 we have 4(LS_HLS), in the FP protocol we have

only 2 and in the LiLLP we have 2, this kind of communication increase the overall cost of the protocol

to a certain extent and this is why we see that in the protocols that try to improve the performance of

the system they try to reduce if not to eliminate the communication between the location servers in the

network and the home location servers.

3.3.4.2 Update Cost

In the update cost we have to take into consideration the additional cost of update in the

database of the location servers, the cost of update is different than the cost of search in a database.

The communication cost is the same as in the search protocols and the database lookup operations
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are also the same because we are communication and accessing the same location servers we are

using in the search process.

In IS-41 protocol we have the following steps in an update process when the mobile moves to

a new registration area and thus to a new location server.

U_1S Cost(MSS_New _Cell-LS_MSS_New_cell)
• Cost(LS_MSS_New_celI- DB_LS_MSS_New_CelI) //DBLookUp

+ Cost(LS_MSS_New_cell- HLS_MH)
+ Cost(HLS_MH4 DB_HLS_MH) //DBUpdate

+ cost(HLs_MH- LS_MSS_New_CeII)
• Cost(LS_MSS_New_CeII-* DB_LS_MSS_New_ceII) //DBUpdate

+ cost(Ls_Mss_New_ceIl-Mss_New_ceIl)
+ Cost(HLS_MH-LS_MSS_OId_Cell)

+ cost(LSMSS0IdceH4DB LSMSSOIdceII) //DBUpdate to delete the entry from database

In the IS-41 protocol the last step is to delete the entry from the old location server, what we

propose is to update the entry instead of deleting it and thus we can see that no modification will be

done to the cost of the update. Only the search process will be faster in some cases where the CM

ratio is high.

What we will get is:

U_lS= 2(MSS_LS) + 3(LS_HLS) + DBLookup + 3(DBupdate)

In the forwarding scheme we also have a cost for the update process when a mobile host

moves from one registration area to another, but as we will see the cost is smaller than the cost of the

IS-41 scheme and this is what was intended by the protocol

U_FP= cost(MSS_Old_cell-LS_MSS_oldCeIl)
+Cost(LSMSSOldCell-DB LS—MSS—Old—Cell)

+Cost(MSS New celI- LS_MSS_New_ceIl)
+cost(LsMssNewcelI-DB LS—MSS—New—Cell)

The cost of the update process will be:

U_FP 2(MSS_LS) + 2(DBUpdate)

Table 3.11 Update cost comparison between IS-41 and FP protocol

In the update process we have a big reduction in the cost between the IS-41 and the

forwarding pointer protocol, the communication between the location servers and the home location

server of the mobile host is removed, one database lookup operation is removed and the database

update operations are reduced from three to two.

3.3.5 Hierarchical Architecture

A hierarchical architecture [3,21] is made up of location servers that are interconnected to

form one big network that can serve all the mobile hosts residing in its area. The scheme introduces a
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new concept to the location management in mobile communication. The basic idea of mobile

networks is preserved with respect to cells, mobile support stations, and location servers but the

concept of search and update is modified and altered. The first alteration of the architecture is the

elimination of the concept of home location servers; in the traditional protocols every mobile host is

assigned a HLS depending on the service provider it is dealing with. We can say that from the number

of the user we can know his service provider and thus the home location server the number is

attached to. Change the service provider and thus you have to change the number, change the

service provider and you will be assigned to a different home location server. Every user can have a

unique permanent address regardless of the location, for example if you live in a country and have a

mobile host and move to another country you don't have to change your number if your HLS has

changed. To separate the user address from the physical address is what the authors proposed

[3,21], the physical address might change but the home address will remain the same for the user.

There is no home location servers in the network, only location servers that serves any mobile host

located beneath it in the tree. When we talk about tree architecture then we have to have a root node,

the root node acts as a location server for all the mobile hosts residing beneath it and thus for the

whole network.

The architecture assumes that at first the root location server will contain location information

of all the mobile hosts in the network, this will lead to a very huge system and thus a very huge

database. The root location server also might present a hot point with respect to the system where

many location servers will send requests to it as we will see when we describe the search and update

process.

r4
	

r7
	 r1011rl2

Figure 3.6: Hierarchical scheme

3.3.5.1 Update/Search cost and Proposed update scheme

The update process of the system suffers from long delays and huge overhead, whenever we

have a mobile host that moves from one cell to another a lot of databases must be updated. Some

mobile location management systems uses what is known as distance-based update. In this protocol

when the mobile host moves from one cell to another a location update is initiated if the distance

between the two cells i.e. the old cell and the new cell is greater than a certain threshold.
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The problem is to know the distance between the two cells and to specify a threshold where it

can improve the performance of the search and update protocols. In the hierarchical model the

location servers are static and their location is pre-set by the network designers and thus the distance

between the cells is known to the system and can be stored and accessed when needed. The other

factor to be considered is the threshold that must be set and its impact on the system if set in a wrong

way, it can affect the system by increasing the cost of search and update. If we set the threshold high

then the mobile host will not update the location servers as needed and thus the search cost will be

high and the system will suffer from delays in locating hosts, whereas if we set the threshold to a low

value then we will have very frequent location updates and the system will suffer from the overhead of

the update cost.

As we saw in the description of the model we have a tree structure and the location servers

are the nodes of the tree. To properly investigate the cost of the update methods we have to define

some terms that will be used

Common Node (CA)	 The common upper level node of two location databases in the tree
H	 The height of the common node to the leaf nodes
Leaf node (LN)	 Leaf node in the tree
D	 Distance between two cells, the distance between two cells will be the height

of the common node between the two leaf nodes that control the two cells
LS Any	 Cost of sending a message from a node to any node in the tree
LS_LS	 Cost of sending a message from on node to a parent or a child node in the

tree
DBUpdate	 Cost of database update
DBLookup	 Cost of a database lookup
P	 Cost of paging in a cell
N	 Number of sub nodes for each internal node

Let us assume that a mobile host moves from on location to another, let the old cell be

Old—Cell and the new cell New—Cell then the update protocol will work as follows. All the database

entries for the MH from New—Cell till CA(New_Cell, Old_Cell) will be updated, and all the entries from

the child of CA(New_Cell, Old —Cell) till Old_Cell will be deleted.

Start Node (New Cell)
Repeat until CA (New Cell, Old Cell) is reached
Node sends a message to parent node

If the MH has an entry then update the database to new location
Else Create new entry for MH

End if
Repeat

This procedure will update the database entries for the new cell, now we have to delete the

entries for the old cell.

Repeat until LN(Old_Cell) is reached
Clear MH entiy

Repeat
From this we get the number of messages as:

2F-I(LN(New_CeII),LN(OId_CelI))

For the database operations done on the nodes and the CN then we get:

2D(o1d_ce1l,New_ceII) + 1

To illustrate the process in a an example let us assume that a mobile host moves from one

cell to another, let the old cell be managed by the location server number 4 in the hierarchy and the

new cell be managed by the location server number 9 in the same hierarchy. The server number 9 will
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update its database and add an entry for the new mobile host, and then send an update message to

its parent one level up in the tree till it reaches the common node between server 4 and server 9,

which happens to be server number 0. From server number 0 the protocol continues to traverse the

nodes downwards till it reaches the leaf node of the old cell in this case server number 4, and along

the path it will delete in the database the entry of the mobile host that moved. And thus we get the

formula:

Cost for update = 2D(Old_CelI, New—Cell)) * LS_LS +

(2D(OId_Cell, New—Cell) + 1) * DBUpdate

In the search process we will have a caller device located in a cell and a device that is being

called. Let us assume the calling mobile located in Caller —Cell and the mobile host being called

located in Dest_Cell. The Caller—Cell will send a message to its parent location server node, if no

entry is found for the destination device then the message is forwarded to the next upper node in the

location server tree till it reaches the CN(Caller_Cell,Dest_Cell) i.e. the common location server

between the calling cell and the destination cell. In the common node an entry for the destination

mobile will be found, a message will be sent from the common node to the destination cell to page for

the required mobile host. In the process we will get

2H(Caller_Cell,Dest_Cell) of messages, we will also get 2H(Caller_Cell,Dest_Cell) + 1 of

database queries to check for an entry for the mobile host, and we will have 1 paging request for the

mobile host in the cell. The total cost will be

Cost for Search = 2D(CaIler_CeIl,Dest_CelI) * LS_LS +

(2D(Caller_Cell,Dest_Cell)) + 1) * DBLookup + P

This search cost is based on the fact that the mobile host initiates a location update when it

moves from one location to another, in other words when the destination cell is found and the cell

paged the mobile host we assumed that the MH returned an acknowledgment that it is in this cell.

What if the system did not update the location information of the mobile host in the system to reflect

the changes that happened in the real world. The search process will function as indicated but when

the cell pages the required mobile no reply will be returned and thus the system will know that the

mobile host is currently not in the cell. The system will initiate paging to locate the mobile host; each

cell that is involved will page the MH in its own region. Once the mobile is located the system will add

a forwarding pointer in the old cell, the one assumed to host the mobile, to the new cell. If we go back

to our example, let us assume that the mobile host that moved to the cell managed by location server

9 now moved to a cell that has the server number 11 as its parent location server, call it Y. The

system did not update the location information of the mobile host Y. A mobile host in the system, call

it K, wants to call Y. The search procedure will be initiated by the system but now we will have the

entry for Y in the database indicating that Y is located in the wrong cell. The system will try to page Y

in the indicated cell but with no luck, now it will initiate a paging process to locate Y. The cell that

hosts Y will respond and a forwarding pointer will be added at server number 9 to indicate that the

location of Y is server number 11. Leafs in the hierarchy will conduct the paging and thus we will have

an additional cost for the paging. In the hierarchy all the cells whose distance from the old cell of Y is

less than the distance between the old cell of Y and the new cell of Y are possible locations of Y. Let

the distance between old cell of Y and the new cell be denoted by d, and then we can see that at most
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we have N  cells to conduct paging. The average number of the cells will be ½ Nd. If we want to

compute the cost of a search without location update we will get:

2D(Caller Cell, Old_Cell_Dest) * LS_LS +
(2D(Caller_Cell, Old_cell_Dest) + 1) *DBLOOkUP

+ p * 1/2 N  + LS—Any + DBUpdate

In the above equation we have LS—Any and this is the cost of sending a message to any node

in the tree, this is because we have a forwarding pointer and we do not know where it is pointing to in

the tree. The database update is the cost for setting up the entry of the forward pointer in the

database. This cost is the cost of the first search, after the first search the system will use the

forwarding pointer to find the mobile host. After the first search the cost will be the same as the cost of

a search conducted with location update, but we only add one network message and one database

query. The formula will be:

2D(Caller_Cell,0ld_Cell_Dest) * LS_LS +
(2D(Caller_Cell,0ld_Cell_Dest)) + 1) * DBLookup +

LS—Any + DBLookup + P

Table 3.12 Summarize the Update and Search costs in Hierarchical model

Update Cost	 2D(OId_CelI, New—Cell)) * LS_LS +
(2D(OId_CelI, New Cell) + 1) * DBUpdate

Search Cost with	 = 2D(Caller_CelI, Dest_Cell) * LS_LS +
location update	 (2D(CalIer C_ell, Dest_Cell)) + 1) * DBLookup + P
First Search Cost with 	 2D(CaIler_Cell, Old_Cell_Dest) * LS_LS +
no Location update	 (2D(CaIIer Cell, Old_Cell_Dest)) + 1) *DBLookup

+ D * ½ N+ LS_Any + DBUpdate
Search Cost with no	 2D(Caller_Cell, Old_Cell_Dest) * LS_LS +
Location update and	 (2D(CaIIer_CelI, Old_Cell_Dest)) + 1) * DBLookup +
after first search is 	 LS—Any + DBLookup + P
initiated

In the case where we do not update the location of the mobile when it moves to a new cell we

see that we have an additional cost in the search process, this cost is not the same when the system

searches for the mobile host for the first time and when it searches for the mobile after the first search.

In the first search we have an additional paging cost, an additional message, and an additional

database update. In the second search we only get an additional message cost, and one database

lookup as long as the mobile host does not move to a new cell.

Table 3.13 Search cost overhead in Hierarchical model

First search cost overhead 	 P * ½ N + LS Any + DBUpdate
Later search cost overhead	 LSAny + DBLookup

After a cell crossing we will have and additional (LS —Any + DBLookup) for every search, thus

we will have (CM-1) * (LS_Any + DBLookup) more than the cost of the search where we update the

location at every move. Thus we can say that if we use the update location protocol we will save in

the search cost the total of:

P * ½ N  + LS—Any + DBUpdate + (CM-1) * (LS—Any + DBLookup) - P

The update cost relies on the distance between the two cells, the saving in cost that we get if

we update also relies on the distance between the two cells but what is interesting to note that the
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update cost increases linearly with the increase in distance whereas the saving in cost will increase

exponentially with the increase in the distance. So if the distance between the old cell and the new

cell increases the update cost will increase but the saving cost will increase at a much higher rate.

What we also propose is that the threshold value be a dynamic value to best serve the different

behavior of the users considering their movement and the frequency at which they receive calls. The

call to mobility ratio found in the formulas presented above indicates that this ratio can also play a

major part in the cost of the location management protocol used. A prior knowledge of the behavior of

the user is not possible as said before but the system can keep a history about the behavior of the

user and estimate the pattern of the next behavior. This data can be saved to help the system to

calculate the appropriate value of the threshold. From the formulas described above let

saving(d) be the saving cost for distance d, and update(d) be the update cost for distance d.

In the equation:

saving(d) = update(d)

If we solve for d, we can set this value as a threshold to the user. As we can see that all the

variables in the equations can be known by the system and thus we can calculate the threshold for the

user. In case the distance between the old cell of the mobile host and its new cell is greater than the

specified threshold then updating the location information will decrease the total cost in locating a

user. In case the distance between the two cells is smaller than the threshold then updating the

location information will add an overhead on the system and must not be done.

3.3.6 Performance results

First we will show the results of table 3.7 with 2 calls and 5 moves, we see that as the mobile

host moves the database operations in IS-41 search protocol and LiLLP protocol does not change. In

FP search protocol database operations and network messages increase as the mobile host moves.

For detailed results please refer to appendix A

Table 3.14 Performance results between search protocols

Average
IS DB	 FP DB LILLP DB IS Net FP Net LILLP Net

Calls	 Moves	
Look Ups Look Ups Look Ups Messages Messages Messages

2	 3	 5	 8	 3	 9	 13	 6

In these results we have 6 calls and 2 moves, in the average we have 4 calls and 1 move. We can

notice that LiLLP protocol performs better than IS-41, and IS-41 performs better than FP protocol.

Average
IS DB	 FP DB	 LiLLP DB	 IS Net	 FP Net LILLP Net

Calls	 Moves	
Look Ups Look Ups Look Ups Messages Messages Messages

4	 1	 11	 14	 7	 21	 25	 14

Average
Calls	 Moves	 IS DB	 FP DB	 LiLLP DB	 IS Net	 FP Net LiLLP Net
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Look Ups Look Ups Look Ups Messages Messages Messages

51	 5	 152	 404	 101	 303	 556	 202

In the search comparison we can notice that the LiLLP protocol and the currently implemented

IS-41 protocol outperforms the forwarding pointer protocol. For high call to mobility ratio or low call to

mobility ratio the results are the same, the forwarding pointer search protocol increases the number of

database operations and network messages whenever we have a move. This is because the IS-41 will

always contact the home location server to check the location of the destination host, and the protocol

makes sure that the HLS will always have the correct location of the host as it moves.

What we proposed in the thesis is to update the location server of the calling host once the

destination host is identified. In table 3.9 we defined the cost for IS-41 standard search, cost for the

modified IS-41 search and the cost of a miss. As we can see that the miss will only happen the first

time if the destination host that has its location already saved in the location server of the calling host

has moved to a new location. The program will accept as an input the number of calls made to a host,

the number of moves the host is assumed to make, the database look up cost, the average cost of

sending a message from a MSS to a LS, the average cost of sending a network message from a LS to

a HLS, and the miss rate. The miss rate will help us to give three different results that can estimate

the behavior of the user. If "Max" then the miss rate will be high and actually it will be the number of

moves, if "Avg" then the number of moves divided by two, and if "Mm" then zero.

For 10 calls we found the following results, for detailed results please refer to appendix A:

Table 3.15 Performance results for modified IS-41 search protocol with 2 moves

Miss	 IS DB	 Mod. IS	 DB	 IS Net	 Mod. IS	 Net
Moves	 2	

Rate Look UPs DB Look UPs Saving % Messages Net Messages Saving %

MAX	 30.0	 16.0	 46.7	 100.0	 40.0	 60.00

Table 3.16 Performance results for modified IS-41 search protocol with 5 moves

Miss	 IS DB	 Mod. IS	 DB	 IS Net	 Mod. IS	 Net
Moves	 5.00	

Rate	 Look UP OB Look UP	 Saving % Messages Net Messages Saving %

MAX	 30.0	 25.0	 16.7	 100.0	 70.0	 30.00

Table 3.17 Performance results for modified IS-41 search protocol with 8 moves

Miss	 IS DB	 Mod. IS	 DB	 IS Net	 Mod. IS	 Net
Moves	 8.00	

Rate	 Look UP DB Look UP	 Saving % Messages Net Messages Saving %

MAX	 30.0	 34.0	 -13.3	 100.0	 100.0	 0.00

Table 3.18 Performance results for modified IS-41 search protocol with 14 moves

Miss	 IS DB	 Mod. IS	 DB	 IS Net	 Mod. IS	 Net
Moves	 14.00 Rate

	 Look UP DB Look UP	 Saving %	 Messages Net Messages Saving %

MAX	 30.0	 40.0	 -33.3	 100.0	 120.0	 -20.00
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From the results we can see that the modified IS-41 performs well whenever the mobile host

does not move much. When the call to mobility ratio is high the modified protocol will perform better

than the standard IS-41 protocol, when the call to mobility ratio is low we can see that the modified

protocol will suffer and its performance will suffer form additional database operations and network

messages due to the miss rate. We have to note that in our results we always took the worst case

when comparing the two protocols.

When we compare the update protocol between IS-41 and the FP location management

models we can see that in forwarding pointer protocol the database operations and the network

messages are lesser than the IS-41 update protocol. Using the program we got the following results.

On Average of 6 moves we got the following results:

Table 3.19 Performance results for Update protocols in IS-41 and FP models

Moves	 IS DB Updates FP DB Updates IS Net Messages FP Net Messages

Average

6	 22	 11	 28	 11

From the table we can see that the FP update protocol outperforms the IS-41 update protocol

and delivers on what the authors intended by the protocol. The database operations in the FP update

model are lesser than the database operations in the IS-41 update model, the same can be said about

the network messages in the protocols. The database operations in IS-41 are on average double the

database operations in FP protocol, and this we can see in the results. The network messages are

approximately 2.5 times more in the IS-41 than they are in the FP model.

In what we proposed in the forwarding pointer update protocol where we indicated the fact that

if mobile host connects in the same cell where it disconnected the protocol must not delete the

forwarding pointer chain, and the calling host can check their local server for the destination host to

see if the record includes an FP field before checking the HLS field. In this case we will improve in

terms of database operation and network messages. For average of 3 calls and 4 moves we got the

following results, for detailed results please refer to appendix A:

Table 3.20 Performance results for modified FP model with local lookup operation first

FP DB FP Local DB Look FP Net FP Local Net
Calls	 Moves	

Look Ups	 Ups	 Messages Messages

3	 4	 20	 14	 29	 20

Average chart

Figure 3.7: Performance results for modified FP with local lookup
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From table 3.10 we can get results that will indicate the results of search protocols studied

before, in this we used the simulator and we used different cost values as indicated by the study, the

cost of a network message between a MSS and a LS is smaller than the cost of a message between a

LS and an HLS. And from the results we will also see that the results of the search protocol in FP

model will suffer from high rate of moves. In the program we used the following values: DB lookup cost

is 1, LS to MSS cost is 1, LS to HLS cost is 2, LS to LS cost is 1, for detailed results please refer to

appendix A. The results are:

Average

Calls	 Moves

6	 7

Table 3.21 Cost results for search protocols

IS OB	 FP DB	 LiLLP DB	 IS Net	 FP Net

Look Ups Look Ups Look Ups Messages Messages

17	 55	 11	 55	 110

LILLP Net

Messages

33

To conduct a performance comparison on the cost of update between the IS-41 protocol and

the FP protocol we choose the values 1 for DB lookup, 2 for DB update, 1 for MSS to LS network

message, 2 for LS to HLS network message, for detailed results please refer to appendix A:

Table 3.22 Cost results for update protocols

Moves IS DB Updates FP DB Updates IS Net Messages FP Net Messages

Average

6
	

22	 11	 55	 11

The cost of update in IS-41 is bigger than the cost of update in FP model; the fact that we

noticed from the simulation is that the cost of network messages is higher in IS-41 due to the fact that

the protocol always contacts the HLS of the mobile. The cost of sending a message to the HLS is

bigger than the message cost between location servers and mobile support stations and this is what

makes the FP model a better update protocol than the IS-41

For the hierarchical model we used the program to get the results for search cost in the model

using D1, D = 2 and D = 3. The number of calls = 10, for detailed results please refer to appendix A

Table 3.23 Cost results for search in Hierarchical model

D = 1.00 Calls DB Look Ups	 Network Messages

Average	 6	 11	 17

D = 2.00 Calls DB Look Ups	 Network Messages

Average	 6	 22	 28

D = 3.00 Calls DB Look Ups Network Messages

Average	 6	 33	 39

From the results we can see that the Hierarchical model depends on the D factor that

determines the distance between the old node and the new node. When D is small we can see that

the search protocol in the hierarchical model outperforms the IS-41 model. As the value of D

increases the database lookups increase and the network messages increase in the model. The
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hierarchical model improves on the network cost of the search protocol as we can see from the results

more than it does on the database operations. When the calling and the destination mobile host are

under the same parent node we will have improvements in the search process because the distance

will be small. In fact the model depends on the fact that a mobile host will be called from hosts located

near by its location.

For the update cost we used the simulator to get the following results, for detailed results

please refer to appendix A:

Table 3.24 Cost results for update in Hierarchical model

D = 1.00	 Moves	 DB Update Network Messages

Average	 6	 II	 17

D = 2.00	 Moves
	

DB Update Network Messages

Average	 6
	

22	 28

D	 3.00	 Moves
	

DB Update	 Network Messages

Average	 6
	

33	 39

For the update protocol in the hierarchical model we can notice that the update cost increases

with D also, if we want to update higher in the tree then D will increase and the cost will increase also.

For the IS-41 model and for the same average number of moves we have 22 database lookups and

28 network messages, while in the hierarchical model we can see that the number increases as D

increase. If we fully update then we will have a better search cost as we can clearly notice. As can be

seen from the discussion, for a mobile client moving from the cell source to cell destination, if the

movement generates location update, the location databases along the nearest path in the tree

between the two leaf location databases which are responsible for the cells are all updated. The cost

for generation of location update is proportional to the distance of the two cells i.e. D. However, for two

neighboring cells, the distance is not the same as that in the topology structure and the distance

between two cells in different location database organization can be greatly different. The distance

between two neighboring cells can be same as the height of the hierarchical tree. If the system will

have to accommodate for large number of users in one cell it will be difficult for the hierarchical model

to manage real-time information in addition to the location information of the users, and this is due to

the dynamic nature of users in future mobile systems and the kind of queries that are restricted by time

boundaries to execute.

3.3.7 Adaptive model

The techniques and schemes by the different papers study the process of location

management as an essential part of the call-setup process in mobile communications. Current and

future protocols must be based on some ground facts and points that drives the process of

determining if the protocol is efficient or not. To find a "Best" solution that can act as the one and only

proper solution is difficult. To find a solution that suits a major part of the requirements of the network

can be done.
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The idea that it is very hard to find one model that can serve all the users of the network and

give best performance is derived from the fact that location management depends highly on the mobile

users and their calling and moving behavior. If the system can know both the calling and moving

behavior of all the users then we can reach a near perfect solution, and we can exploit all the possible

combinations to deliver a solutions that can reduce the search and update cost. The two factors that

affect the system are the search process and the update process, and we can see from our study that

always one must be favored over the other. To favor one over the other depends on the calling and

moving behavior of the user. Simply if the user moves a lot and receives few number of calls then the

dominating factor must be the cost of update. On the other hand if the moves of the user are smaller

compared to the number of received calls then the search cost must be considered as the major

factor. A big benefit for the system designers would be the ability to capture the pattern of calls being

received by the mobile user as well as it moves. If we find for example that a certain mobile host

receives most of its calls from the same set of callers and this user moves in a defined region lets say

home to work to health club and then to home, this will very much benefit the system. These kind of

mobile users can be considered stable.

A dynamic system that can adapt to changes and can serve each user according to a set of

rules will be a great solution. This system must be able to choose the best scheme to serve the

mobile host. If the MH is considered stable then the system can use a protocol to minimize the search

and update cost, if call-mobility ratio is high then the system must use a protocol to decrease the

search cost, on the other hand if the call-mobility ratio is high then the update cost must be decreased.

The system can also be able to categorize the behavior of the user according to certain duration. For

example the behavior of the user during weekdays may be different than weekends, the pattern of

behavior during the day may be different than the one during the night. Call-mobility ratio can be

determined and estimated based on the history of the MH. The system must be able to capture and

analyze the behavior of the user to estimate the future call-mobility ratio.

The idea of adaptive location management architecture is very important; to keep a kind of a

log about the different parameters that affects the protocol is an essential part of the scheme. What

we propose for the system is:

• Keep track of moves done by the MH, it can be described as a set of elements and

each element includes (Time, Source cell, destination cell). The number of elements

in the set depends on the system and how much history information it needs.

Keep track of search history; in this we can store the ID of the calling mobile host.

This also can be a set of elements containing (Time, Calling_MH).

• Update cost can also be a parameter in the system where we can store the cost of an

update between two cells so that we can compare it with other strategies if needed.

• Registration-Deregistration history also can be used, a set that includes (Time—Reg,

Registration cell, Time—Der, Deregistration cell). The time can be used to handle time

related functions, for example if the time between the deregistration and registration is

too big then the system might consider purging the pointers in the location servers to

preserve resources for example.
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The system can combine set of users into groups based on common set of behavior

characteristics and apply to them same location management schemes.

• The system must also be able to change as the MH behavior pattern changes, it is not

one time process to analyze and then chose a scheme, it is a process that must take

into consideration that the behavior of the user might change.

The data can be saved on the MH itself or in the profile of the user and used to determine the

call to mobility ratio of the user and thus implement a proper location management protocol for this

user. As said before the amount of history data kept depends on the system and the logic used to

estimate the future behavior of the user.
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Chapter 4
Impact of Mobility on Transaction Management

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will describe the impact of mobility on transaction management in mobile

environments. We studied different mobile models with the emphasis on their transactional

characteristics, and gave an explanation on how they work and how they comply with the ACID

properties of transactional systems. Form the study of the different models we were able to propose

some key characteristics that must be found in a mobile model to be able to indorse the idea of

mobility. We also described how transactions execute in such systems; the different execution pattern

a sub-transaction may follow is also defined from our perspective. We also defined movement in

mobile systems in two areas, the MH movement and the Process/Data movement. Our new model

introduces the concept of an agent located at the mobile support station to control and manage the

transactions issued and directed to the mobile host, a global transaction manager was also defined to

interact with the mobile transaction manager responsible for the mobile part of the network. We also

proposed to use mailboxes for the mobile hosts as a central repository to be used by the system to

maintain the well processing of the transactions and enable the system to accommodate for the

movement of the mobile unit. We also described set of queries and data that might be found in mobile

systems and their impact on such systems with respect to atomicity, consistency, isolation, and

durability.

The mobile wireless computing environment will contain large numbers of low powered

devices, accessing databases using wireless channels. The units may often disconnect to preserve

power, to accommodate for bad communication links, or due to a movement between different cells

that may lead to disconnection [7].

A transaction must have to ensure the correctness of the operation being executed. In mobile

environments this is not totally the case due to unacceptable outcomes of such models [6]. ACID

properties must be relaxed as some papers describe the term, where the model must prefer an aspect

over the other. To implement all the ACID properties is not supported in the models we studied, not

because the authors did not agree with the fact that ACID is very important but due to much high

degradation in performance when implemented [15]. A degradation that can't be tolerated in a world

where the speed by which the data arrives to the user is as important as the data itself. Some

systems care about the speed to an extent where a big ratio of error is allowed, and can be

compensated for.

4.2 Problem restated

Unlike distributed transactions, mobile transactions do not originate and end at the same site.

The implication of the movement of such transactions is that classical atomicity, concurrency, and

recovery solutions must be revisited to capture the movement behavior [9]. Transactions in a mobile

computing system hop from one base station to another as the mobile unit moves through cells.

Disconnection is the major obstacle. Moreover, the long-lived nature of transactions issued by mobile
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users exposes transactions to a larger number of disconnections. Such frequent disconnections give

rise to reliability (instead of availability) to be the primary system requirement for transaction

processing in the mobile environment. In addition to differences in the environment, a mobile

transaction executes differently from a distributed transaction. The former hops through a collection of

visited sites, while the latter communicates with a collection of remote sites, and starts and ends at the

same originating site. Which leads to the fact that coordination of transaction termination (be it for

commit or abort) must be revisited.

In the distributed transaction case, it is enough for any remote node to send to (and may be

receive acknowledgment from) the originating node to participate in the termination protocol be it a

commit or an abort depending on the outcome of the transaction. In the mobile environment, however,

the transaction might end at a node different from the one it started in [10]. As mobile transactions

move from a host to another, the state of the transaction and its progress must also move,

transparently. Any transaction model must still support concurrency, atomicity, and recovery. It should

also handle frequent disconnection failures and maintain mutual consistency among replicated data.

Any new model is not expected to be purely ACID. Not that ACID is not enforceable as we

mentioned before, but because it is expected that ACID will be enforced using too many aborts,

resulting in a system that is perfectly consistent, but that gets only a small part of the work done and

this can not be tolerated in a mobile environment where the cost of an abort is high [10]. To establish

a connection and initiate a transaction is more expensive in mobile environments than it is in fixed

networks. To cope with all the disconnections, and to accommodate for different network

characteristics, new transaction models should provide a spectrum of correctness criteria ranging from

ACID to unrestricted access. Given the scarcity of resources in the mobile environment, a conflicting

access to a data item (caused by a concurrent update for example) should be allowed, in case the

system and the application allow that. Returning dirty data tagged with appropriate warnings is much

more useful than returning an ABORT message, especially, that bandwidth and delays will be incurred

anyway. We are not saying that this must always be the case, the impact of mobility restrict the

system to operate in the same fashion as it would function under normal connections and fixed

stations.

4.3 Mobile models

Many researchers addressed the issue of mobile transaction models and their impact on the

mobile world. The results varied between restructuring the ACID transactional properties to new

models that encapsulate new restrictions and methodologies to deal with mobile systems. Below we

will give descriptions and state the functionality of several models. Also we will try to focus on the

ACID properties of some of these models to see how mobility impacts the architecture of such

systems.

4.3.1 Kangaroo Transaction model

According to our study the Kangaroo model [8] is the first and may be the only model that

incorporate the ability of movement of the MH in its architecture. The model is built on top of a

multidatabase architecture where transaction management is performed at the BS or a specific node
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on the fixed network. The mobility of the transaction is captured by using the concept of split

transaction. A split transaction divides an ongoing transaction into serializable sub transactions.

Earlier created sub transaction is committed and the second sub-transaction continues execution. The

mobile action is splitted when a hop occurs. The model captures the data behavior of the mobile

transaction using global and local transactions. The model also relies on compensating transaction in

case a transaction aborts.

4.3.2 Semantic Based model

In [27] the authors proposed a model that works in a way that depends on the semantics of

the objects in the system. The model assumes a mobile transaction to be a long lived one

characterized by long network delays and unpredictable disconnections. This approach utilizes the

object organization to split large and complex objects into smaller manageable fragments. A stationary

database server dishes out the fragments of an object on a request from a mobile unit. On completion

of the transaction the mobile hosts return the fragments to the server. These fragments are put

together again by the merge operation at the server. Instead of considering and handling

disconnections as failures that would require transactions on disconnected mobile hosts to be aborted,

they handled disconnections as a concurrency and cache coherency problem by considering mobile

transactions as long-executing transactions operating on dynamically replicated objects on the mobile

host. Many of the techniques that have been proposed to support long-lived transactions in

distributed database and multidatabase systems, allow for greater autonomy and simplified recovery

after failures. But techniques which require caching large portions of the database or which maintain

multiple copies of many data items may have excessive storage and communication costs for a mobile

host.

They introduced two new semantic concepts, namely fragmentability and reorderabiity that

can be used to facilitate semantics-based transaction processing in mobile database applications.

4.3.3 Clustering model

Proposed by [22] a fully distributed system that using a transaction model will maintain

consistency of the database. By dividing the database into clusters and using two levels of

consistency the data is defined and maintained. Semantically related data are grouped together to

form a cluster. While full consistency is required for all data inside a cluster, degrees of consistency

are defined for replicated data at different clusters. The degree of consistency may vary depending on

the availability of network bandwidth among clusters. The cluster configuration is dynamic. Users

access locally (i.e., in a cluster) consistent data by issuing weak transactions and globally consistent

data by issuing strict transactions. Strict-read and strict-write have the same semantics as normal

read and write operations invoked by transactions satisfying ACID properties. A weak-read returns the

value of a locally cached object written by a strict-write or a weak-write. A weak-write operation only

updates a locally cached object, which might become permanent on cluster merging if the weak-write

does not conflict with any strict-read or strict-write operation. The weak transactions use local and

global commits.
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Transactions may involve both remote data and data stored locally at the user's host. They

consider the items of a database to be partitioned into clusters. Clusters are the units of consistency in

that all data items inside a cluster are required to be fully consistent, while data items residing at

different clusters may exhibit bounded inconsistencies.

4.3.4 Prewrite model

This model uses a pre-write operation before a write operation in mobile transaction to

improve data availability to the rest of the system. In prewrite operation the transaction does not

update the state of the object, but only makes available the value that the object will have after the

commit. Once a transaction received all the values read and declares all the prewrites, it can pre-

commit at mobile host (i.e., computer connected to unreliable communication) and the remaining

transaction's execution is shifted to the stationary host (i.e., computer connected to the reliable fixed

network). The physical write on the database takes time and resources on the stationary computer,

that's why they are delayed to reduce traffic on the network. During frequent disconnection in mobile

environments the pre-committed transaction's prewrite values are made visible both at mobile and

stationary hosts before the final commit of the transaction to increase data availability. Add to it the

power saving and processing saving on the MH because the expensive part of the transaction is

shifted to the fixed network. Since a pre-committed transaction does not abort, no undo recovery

needs to be performed in the model. A mobile host can cache only prewrite values of the data objects,

which will take less space, time, energy, and can be transmitted over low bandwidth.

4.3.5 Reporting and Co-Transaction model

In [7] the author Chrysan proposed a model that enables distributed system to serve mobile

computation on both fixed and mobile networks. In the paper the author states the requirements of

such models, from his own perspective, and proposed a solution based on Open-Nested transaction

model that works using "Reporting" and "Co-Transaction". His argue of needing such a system is

almost the same as what we indicated earlier in previous chapters about the inefficiency of

implementing full ACID models that will suffer from the special characteristics of mobile environments.

To the author the transaction must be divided into sets that can be processed on the MH as well as

the BS. To Chrysan Nested transactions [26] are good solutions that can replace or can be used to

relax the atomic requirement of ACID transaction due to the fact that this kind of model can split the

transaction and can handle partial failures. Not being able to share partial results was a lack in the

model. Because the model commits in a bottom-up fashion the results of a child are available to the

parent transaction only. When the root transaction fully commit in the database the results are

available to the system.

In Open-Nested transactions the model is relaxed even more by allowing partial results to be

shared to the outside by adopting a recovery scheme that can accommodate to the failure or the abort

of sub transactions. The component transaction can commit or abort unilaterally in the system this is

the key point that gives the system the flexibility over Nested models. In the paper the author used an

open-nested transaction model, the parent transaction is represented in terms of reporting and co-

transaction that can be processed on both the MU and the BS. The reporting transaction can share its

partial results with the parent transaction at anytime and can commit on its own independently from
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the parent transaction. A co-transaction is a special case of the previous transaction that can be

forced to suspend its work by other transaction, but not a reporting transaction.

4.3.6 Comments and findings

In the Kangaroo model the authors uses the fixed system to process the requests submitted

by the mobile hosts, the data agent on the base station will accept the request and send it to the

network. The request will be served by the underlying databases on the fixed network; the sub-

transactions due to the split process will be processed separately on the databases and will follow the

correctness criteria of the systems they are running on. Each sub-transaction will have the choice to

commit or abort independently of the other running transactions. The authors propose to use

compensating transactions to preserve atomicity, so atomicity is preserved using compensating

transactions that might not always prove to work. In this model the A of the ACID requirement is not

always preserved, due to the use of compensating transactions we can say that the system is not

durable in the results of the transactions, the system may violate the D requirement of the transactions

if it uses a compensating transaction. Since the system assumes that a sub-transaction can commit

on its own we can clearly say that the model will not preserve the Isolation requirement needed by the

ACID properties, the isolation characteristics implies that no partial results can be published or used

by other transactions before the final or global commitment of the transaction. To move the system

from one state to another state that is consistent is what important in the consistency part of the ACID

properties, and the Kangaroo model does not fulfill this property. The model always assume the

processing of the transaction on the fixed network and thus on the databases located on the static part

of the whole architecture. No processing is allowed on the mobile devices, the devices can only

submit requests and wait for results from the data agents on the base stations.

Table 4.1: Kangaroo Model ACID compliance

Kangaroo Model
Atom icitv

Isolation

Durability
Mobile Unit
Fixed network

Preserved if compensating transactions can be applied
Not preserved by the model
Not preserved by the model due to the fact that sub-transaction my
commit independently of the global transaction
Not preserved
Can only request
Can only process the requests

The Semantic model assumes only one server and all the results must be returned to it,

although the model permits processing anywhere in the platform. The model relies on the notion of

fragmenting objects based on their semantics; this fragmentation if applicable can help the system to

work better in an autonomous way when the devices are disconnected. The model assumes that the

objects if fragmented can be used by the nodes and processed and then send back to one server that

will reorder them can be very useful for the mobile hosts to be able to work on these fragments as

separate units. The model preserves the atomicity of the operations by using compensating

transactions, the fragments are send back to the server before any commit is allowed and this will

preserve the consistency of the system. There is one and only server that is allowed to commit the

transaction and thus isolation can be maintained in the model since the different fragment can not
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commit on there own. The Semantic based model allows processing on the entire platform assuming

the units can process on their own.

Table 4.2: Semantic Model ACID compliance

Semantic Model
Atomicity	 Preserved if compensating transactions can be applied
Consistency	 Preserved by the model
Isolation	 Preserved by the model
Durability	 Preserved unless compensating transactions are used
Mobile Unit	 Can request and can be accessed to process data on
Fixed network	 One server will be used to manage the transaction, creating and

uDdatina the fraaments

In the Clustering model the database is divided into clusters, a cluster groups a set of

consistent data. Inconsistent data may be found between different clusters but not in the same

cluster. The mobile host is considered a different cluster than the fixed network and thus

inconsistency might be found between data on the fixed network and the mobile host. The model

preserves consistency between data in the same cluster but not between different clusters, the system

allows sub-transaction to commit on their own and thus the atomicity property is not preserved by the

system.

Table 4.3: Cluster Model ACID compliance

Cluster Model
Atomicity

Isolation
Durability
Mobile Unit
Fixed network

Not Preserved
Not Preserved
Not Preserved
Not Preserved
Can request and can be accessed to process data on
The databases on the fixed network can be accessed

The Prewrite model only cash prewrite fragments on the mobile hosts, the model allows the

mobile hosts to make visible the values of the sub-transactions running on them before the final

commit. This will lead to the violation of the isolation property of the model, the isolation property

indicates that no value must be visible to the outside before the transaction completely commits. The

model allows the mobile host to prewrite their sub-transactions, but the results are send back to the

server for the final processing and commit and thus we do not see any sub-transaction committing on

its own. This indicates that the model is atomic and the whole transaction is treated as a unit by the

system, since we have the final commit or abort done on the fixed system and no partial commit is

allowed. Durability requires that results of transactions having completed successfully must not be

forgotten by the system; from its perspective, they have become a part of reality. The model does not

allow compensating transactions and does not allow a transaction to roll back after a final commit and

thus we have a system that preserves the D of the ACID properties.

Table 4.4: Prewrite Model ACID compliance

Prewrite Model
Atomicity

Isolation
Durability
Mobile Unit

Preserved
Preserved
Not Preserved
Preserved
Can request and can be accessed to process data on
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Fixed network	 After pre-commit the execution is shifted to the stationary hosts 	 ]

The Reporting model uses the notion of open nested transactions that are relaxed to enable

sub-transactions to commit on their own and the partial results of the sub-transactions are visible to

the outside system. The isolation property is not preserved in the system since sub-transactions can

make their results available to the outside system.

Table 4.5: Reporting Model ACID compliance

Model
Atomicity	 Not Preserved
Consistency	 Not Preserved
Isolation	 Not Preserved
Durability	 Not Preserved
Mobile Unit	 Can request and can be accessed to process data on
Fixed network	 Can reauest and process

4.4 Characteristics of Mobile Transactions

From the course of our study of the different models we managed to propose a set points that

are essential to be found in a mobile transaction system.

1. The mobile transactions can be split into sub-transactions that can execute on mobile

hosts while others on stationary hosts. A mobile transaction can share its state and

partial results with other transactions due to disconnection and mobility. When we say

share their partial results we can talk about some systems that adopted the notion of

loose transactions and strict transactions. It is a very good concept although some

ACID properties are violated when using this kind of architecture or transaction

processing, the idea is to enable the application to share and use partial and not

globally committed data. The main thing is that the application will consider to use the

partial results or not, some system can tolerate certain degree of inconsistency other

systems can't. It is totally dependent on the rules of the application and to what

degree it will allow partial results. The strict transaction will not make public its results

until they are globally committed in the database. To split their computation into sets

is also a performance related criteria where the unit can send a part to be computed

on the server and keep another part to be processed locally to save on the network

communication overhead. This is dependent on the unit it self and if it can cash the

required data locally to be processed and then to reconcile the cached data with the

database.

2. The model must enable the transaction to be shipped to the fixed network to complete

processing if no user intervention is needed. As opposed to the split approach the

model must be able to send the whole transaction to be computed on a stationary

computer and just wait for the result. This is beneficial in a scenario where the user

submits a transaction and disconnect from the network to save power or

communication cost, and when connected again gets the results back to his device.

Some devices may not have the capacity to process any local computation, they just
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act as 10 devices to accept the user request and send it to the server. If addressing

this kind of devices the model must have the mentioned requirement. For the model

to be intelligent to be able to know when the device can store chased data to process

locally, and enable the user to download part of the required data was not found in

any of the models we studied. Although it is a very nice feature it demands more

development and programming on the developer side, but it will give a system that

can server multiple categories of mobile devices and users.

3. If the mobile unit moves from one cell to another during the processing of a

transaction the transaction must not be stopped. The system must have the ability to

continue executing a transaction regardless of the fact that the mobile unit moved

from one cell to another. Some models give very nice correctness criteria, preserves

data integrity, and nice cash and replication scenarios to improve performance but

neglect the aspect of the users moving from one cell to another. The process of

handoff is not taken into consideration in their models and its consequences on

running transactions. One model treats this subject well is the Kangaroo model [8],

which deals with what they call transaction hoping. Any model that doesn't consider

the movement of the user and the outcome of this on the transaction can't be

considered a mobile model. We can call it a model for wireless non-hoping

computing. Mobile computing is not about wireless networks only, it is not about

using the same LAN environment but without wired links, it is the new paradigm of

mobility supported by the evolving cellular technology.

5. The mobile model must support and tolerate the fact that the mobile transactions are

different than regular transactions; they are "long lived" transactions that may run on

heterogeneous environments. As a consequence, modeling mobile transaction as

pure ACID transactions is very restrictive to the developers and designers of such

system. ACID transaction offers no partial commitment, abort, or recovery from a

transaction. Add to it the fact that it is not supported to suspend a transaction, to

survive a disconnection, for example.

7. In case of distributed systems, a distributed transaction is executed concurrently on

multiple processors and data sets. The execution of the distributed transaction is

coordinated fully by the system including concurrency control, replication and atomic

commit. The mobile transaction on the other hand, is executed sequentially through

multiple mobile support stations, and on possibly multiple data sets, depending on the

movement of the mobile unit. The execution of the mobile transaction is thus not fully

coordinated by the system. The movement of the mobile unit controls the execution.

8. To support mobile transactions, the transaction processing models must be able to

function and survive the drawbacks of the mobile environments that were mentioned

before in the paper.

9. Operations on shared data must ensure correctness of data on both mobile hosts and

stationary computers. This is not a contradiction to what we said before about partial

results, in this idea we mean that data that is shared on the server must not be
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violated in any way. The data on fixed databases must insure correct results because

they are also a part of the wider fixed network that impose the strict rules and can't

tolerate violation of certain rules as in the case of mobile applications.

10. Proper support for mobile transactions must provide for local autonomy to allow

transactions to be processed and committed on the mobile host despite temporary

disconnection. This is dependent on application used regarding the business rules

applied and followed.

11. If replication and cashing is used, the model must insure the correctness, integrity,

and management of the replicated objects and data.

12. Mobile clients should have the ability to replicate as much data as they need.

13. In conventional distributed database systems the location of the data (nodes or sites)

and location to which data is related (Hamra or Jounieh) usually have no relation ship.

This is not always true; in mobile environments location dependent data exist. New

concepts emerge from the notion of mobility and user movement, new queries are

formed that relate the location of the user to the data required. Systems must cope

with this new feature if we can call it, new services must be available for users as

required by the demanding market.

4.5 Movement

The architecture of a mobile computing model must support different combinations of mobility,

the movement of the user cannot be known in advance which implies more complications on the

system. In this thesis we propose to classify the movement of a mobile transaction as follows:

1. Transaction requested at a MH starts and entirely finishes processing in the same

cell with no movement of the mobile host. The MH does not move during the

execution of the transaction, in this case we have no movement.

2. Transaction requested is processed entirely at the MH. This will imply that the

mobile device must have processing power and be able to execute local

transactions. Requested data must be moved from other nodes be it a mobile

hosts or a mobile support stations to the current device for processing. During the

process of execution the mobile device can move from one cell to another.

3. Transaction requested may hop from one mobile host to another; this movement

is based on number of conditions that drive the process. The movement is done

to give the transaction more speed in some cases, the transaction moves to a unit

with more CPU power for example. The movement is done to offer more data and

insure data availability; the data may be placed on a unit other than the current

one. The fragment may be moved to other sites to be processed, if for example

the current site can't continue the process.

4. Transaction fragments may go from one site to another depending on a

predefined path. The path is pre-established according to the requirements of the
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application and the distribution of the underlying database among sites and MHs.

In specific applications the transaction knows in advance the place of data

requested and the pattern of movement it must follow.

Example: A transaction is issued to add 5% increase on a certain item in a company that sells

goods to people through different channels; one of which is door-to-door selling. The increase is due

to a tip that the sales manager had from an employee that the government will increase the tax on

these kinds of products.

Case 1: To explain our idea we have to go through all cases that might be found to serve the

request. The company may have a centralized database where the order is handled and the increase

is done and all the staff is notified by the increase. All the process is executed on one site.

Processing is done on this site, the changes are committed locally, and the results are displayed.

Centralized
Database Site

Terminal

Figure 4.1: Centralized request (Case 1)

Case 2: In this case the company adopted the idea of distributed database to support its

expansion and multi branch policy to support a wider range of products and to serve a bigger number

of customers. The transaction is divided into a number of fragments to be distributed to different sites

to process the request since the data is distributed to different sites located at different geographical

places. The sites are fixed and the execution fragments know where to find the requested data, due

to transparency offered by the database management system.
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Case 3: To follow up with the pace of technology and to support mobile, sales person can

order and bill customers while on different locations. The company adopted a new system that allows

the sales representatives to connect to the enterprise through cellular networks and issue

transactions. In this case the adopted model will allow the unit to move from one cell to another (one

location to another) along with its execution fragments. The new BS will be responsible for the

management of the execution fragments.

Transaction	 Transaction

BS1	
BS2	 BSn

A

V

	

Transaction	 Transaction

FE11	 IE]	 FEI
\	 MU1

.---------- --------------------------
MU1	 MU2	 MU1

Figure 4.3: Mobile request (Case 3)

Case 4: In this case the same concept of mobility is found in the system, but as the mobile unit

hops to different location the fragments does not move with the unit. The transaction leaves the

execution fragment at the site where they initially started running. This is done when the fragment is

processing location dependent data and can't migrate with the transaction itself.

Transaction
Transaction

BS1	
BS2	 B

Transaction
	

V
Transaction

	

0:0	 _El
MU1	 MU2	 4MU1

MU1 Hoped

Figure 4.4: Mobile request with no movement of fragments (Case 4)
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4.6 What will move?

We can describe the movement in mobile system in two areas, the MH movement and the

Process/data movement. To illustrate the different kinds of mobility in the system we indicate each

kind by a letter. This is used to describe both the MH movement and the Process/Data mobility.

N indicating that the MH or process/data will not move, the operations are done while

the MH is in the same place.

M indicating that the MH or process/data moves from one place to another, the idea of

hoping is found in this degree of mobility.

To describe these kinds we can give some examples of the different ways the mobility of the

MH and the mobility of the Process can work together. We can indicate the movement/no movement

of the unit/data by (A, B), where:

A = MH

B = Process/Data

• Mobile will not move and the process/data will not move (N, N), Centralized database

concept no movement of any kind, the data processing and the station are fixed in

one location. The station will not move and the processing is done using the

resources on the station itself. Widely used concept for small applications running on

station to process little amount of requests and data.

• Mobile will not move but the process/data will move (N, M), The evolved architecture

that is widely used in our real world, the new look of centralized databases.

Distributed databases are the big players in this category, no movement of the units

but the process and data are allowed to move to any location in the system.

• The mobile will move but the process/data will not move (M, N), From the first look at

this category we can say that it is illogical to have such form of mobility with no

process/data movement. How would the MH get the data, back to the idea of cashing

data of the unit itself we can see the importance of this degree of mobility. At this

stage the MH can move any place and work on the data found on its storage media

locally. Autonomy of the unit is well defined in this combination of mobile movement

and data movement. In fact while disconnected all units must work using this concept

to allow the user most mobility and "no work" interruption.

• The mobile can move and the process/data can move (M, M), the traditional

architecture where MH can move, and data can move but no MH communications is

supported in this model. The MH can communicate with the BS and the fixed

network.

A good architecture must support any kind of mobility. At different times the model must serve

different requests and adapt to different changes in the degree of mobility required by the transaction.

Suppose a sales person request some information on a client while on the road, the information must

be retrieved from the database located on the fixed network to his MU using a (M, M) mobility degree.
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Later in the day if the sales person request the same information the data will be fetched from the cash

of the MU for example, this will require a (M, N) transaction to complete the request. The system must

change and intelligently use the appropriate architecture to best serve the current requirements of the

transaction. If in the second case the unit has to issue a request to the fixed network the request will

take longer to be served and it will impose unnecessary overhead on the network and the mobile unit

itself with respect to power consumption to transmit the request. The ability of the model to adapt and

use different degrees of mobility will certainly give a better outcome in the overall performance of the

system.

4.7 Our Model

When talking about new models we cannot say that we want to reinvent the wheel, we can't

establish new database concepts, and we can't create totally new standards or protocols for insuring

the correctness of operations performed in such systems. By all means we will build on top of existing

environments and networks.

The mobile architecture consist of both fixed stationary stations and mobile devices, the fixed

computers are connected to the static network and can serve different types for requests with high

availability and reliability. The mobile host must be able to use the network and submit queries to the

whole system while on the move. As in any mobile architecture the MH will communicate with the

network through the mobile support stations that serve the cells it is located in. The architecture will

include a global transaction manager (GTM) to handle the static part of the network; it must include a

mobile transaction manger (MTM) to handle the mobile part of the network. The interaction between

the static part and the mobile part is done through the GTM and the MTM. When we talk about

interaction between the static and mobile we must talk about the intermediate gateway, if we can call it

like that, the mobile support station. In this architecture the MSS plays a major role in the

communication process between the mobile host and the network.

4.7.1 MSS agent

Due to the mobile nature of the devices in the architecture, the agent will play a major part in

the process of submitting and receiving requests. The mobile hosts can range from a portable

computer with storage and processing capabilities to a small mobile phone with no storage or

processing power. The agent will interact with these devices and fill in the gap where it is found

between the application requirements and the device capabilities. Below are the main functions that

we propose for the agent to fulfill:

• The Mobile support station agent is used by the system to coordinate all the requests

from and to the network initiated by the mobile device it self or a node on the network

that wants to communicate with the mobile device.

• The agent must be located in the MSS and act as a coordinator for all database

operations initiated or directed to the cell managed by the MSS.

• The agent will receive the requests from the MH and forward them to the MTM, and

also will accept request for the MTM and forwards them to the MH. The agent

interaction with the MH will differ depending on the type of the device and the
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application being used, in case we have a portable computer for example or a device

with storage and processing power then the agent can send requests that can

process the data found on the device. On the other hand if we have a device with no

storage the agent can accept a request from the device to check and reserve cinema

seats in a selected movie for example, in this case the agent will accept the request

and forward it to the network and when receiving the result will send an

acknowledgment to the device.

• A mobile host can initiate a request and disconnect from the network to preserve

power for example, the agent will accept the request and continue the work without

considering the mobile host disconnection as a failure. In traditional systems the

station is always connected to the network and in case the connection is lost the

system will consider it as an error, this must not be the case in the mobile world.

• In another case the MH can keep a copy of its data on the MSS before disconnecting

so that the agent can fulfill any request coming from the network, and when the mobile

connects again the data from the MSS will be synchronized with the data on the

device.

All the messages from the mobile host and to the mobile host must pass by the agent first; a

log can be maintained to be able to recover in case of a device failure. The widely used recovery

protocols requires a stable storage to be able to save the logs and when a failure occurs the recovery

process is initiated and the logs will be read to apply the entries found in them. If we choose to use

the MH as a location for the logs then when a failure occurs on the MH we will loose the data and the

logs as well. In addition not all devices have stable storage included in their specifications so the idea

of using the mobile host as a place to place the logs is not applicable.

The location where the logs are placed plays a major part in the recovery process of any

system, the mobility of the user as stated before also makes it difficult to adopt the standard recovery

schemes implemented in fixed systems without any modifications. If the log is placed on the mobile

support station of the cell the mobile host is currently residing in will imply that we have to

accommodate for the movement of the MH from one cell to another and thus from one MSS to

another. Will the logs also be transferred as a part of the handoff process or will the system keep the

log on the MSS and use another log on the new MSS. Two choices can be considered in this case,

the first choice is to move the logs to the new MSS as the MH joins a new cell, this will imply overhead

on the system due to the fact the logs must be transferred to the new MSS on each handoff. The

handoff process must be altered to include this transfer of logs; the transfer of logs might affect any

running transaction, when the log moves from one place to another the transaction manager must be

notified so that it can write to the new location. The other choice is to keep the log on the MSS and

use a new log at the new MSS; this will imply that the log will be spread on all the MSSs that the MH

joins during the execution of a transaction. In this case the system must keep a track of all the logs

used in the process to be able to recover. If the system needs an entry from a log in another location

it must be able to fetch it. This approach will help the currently running transactions to continue

working without any interruption due to the log transfer and the transaction manager can continue

writing to the same location for the specific process. Using this method the system must be able to
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delete the logs that are not needed so that we do not keep unnecessary logs on the mobile support

stations and preserve space on their storage capacity. We must note that any failure in the chain of

logs might render the recovery process as invalid due to the fact that entries in the logs must be

applied in a sequential way, if a needed entry cannot be found then the recovery process can not be

fulfilled.

In our proposed model the MSS hosts the agent that controls the flow from the MH to the

network and visa versa, the input from the user will be done on the device and then sent to the agent

on the MSS. Any messages from the network to the mobile host will pass by the agent first; the

mobile transaction manager must interact with the agent to reach the data on the mobile host. In this

case we make sure that we have a log that can be used to recover in case of a device failure. The

agent will be considered as a transaction manager for the devices residing in its cell. When the mobile

host sends a message the agent will log the message and then pass it to the MTM, when the MH

receives a message the agent will log the message first and then pass it to the device. Not all

messages send to the MH must be logged, only the messages that change the state of the device

must be logged. For example a message that updates the data on the portable computer of a sales

person to indicate that new items are added to the inventory, in this case the agent will log the request

and pass it to the device, once the operation is done, the transaction commits, and a checkpoint is

completed then the agent will purge the entries in the log for this specific transaction. When a request

reaches the agent to read some data from the device then there is no need to log the request because

the request does not affect the state of the data in the device. This scheme can be altered to

accommodate for the idea of a mobile host being disconnected from the network and receiving

requests, the agent can log the request and then forwards it to the mobile host once it is connected.

In this case we face the fact that the MH might connect in a different cell and uses a different agent,

the old agent must know that the host connected and must know the location of the host in order to

pass the request to it. When a mobile device sends a request and disconnects and then connects in

another cell, the result of the query will be sent by the MTM to the mobile support station from where

the request was initiated. Also in this case the old agent must know when the MH connects again,

search for it and then pass the result to it.

To insure that the mobile host and the agents on the network can communicate in a proper

way and have a central place to communicate with due to the fact of the mobility of the user we

propose:

1. The use of a repository for the mobile hosts.

2. Each mobile host will be assigned a unique place in the repository that will act as a

mailbox for the MH.

3. This box will be used for a variety of operations.

4. The agent can log the requests directed to the MH in this box if the MH is not

connected.

5. The result of a request can be stored in the box if the MH is not connected.
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6. The box can be used to store the transaction log of the MH and in this case the

movement of the mobile host from one cell to another will not affect the transactions.

7. The recovery process can be initiated from one place; the agents on the MSS will

know how to communicate with the MH regardless of its location.

For example if a mobile host sends a request to the network and disconnects, the agent will

forward the request to the MTM and wait for an answer. When the answer comes back from the MTM

the agent will try to forward the message to the MH but it will not succeed because the device is not

connected, the agent in this case will forward the message to the box of the MH. When the mobile

host connects again, regardless of the location, the agent of this mobile support station will check the

box for any messages or requests that might be pending in the box. The repository must be placed on

high-end server(s) with fast connection to the network, the server must be protected against failures

and it must be highly fault- tolerant. The system must be scalable to be able to handle new users on

the network, clustering is a good option to balance the load on the server and protect it from hardware

failures.

Global

MTM	 Transaction	 MTM
Manager

Server	 Server

Base Station	 Base Station
MSS Agent	 MSS Agent

888
No Processing Power

0 devices

	

Laptop computer with 	 Laptop computer with

	

processing power	 processing power

Figure 4.5: Proposed model scheme

4.7.2 Global Transaction Manager

The GTM will interact with the static part of the network; it must be responsible for

coordinating and scheduling the transactions in the fixed network. The mobile transaction manager

forwards requests, which needs access to the static network, to the GTM. Also the GTM interacts with

the MTM when a request is send from the static network to the mobile part of the network. The GTM

divides the global transactions into sub-transaction and send them to the proper databases. The GTM

must insure the proper execution of the transaction on the static part of the network and return the

result to the mobile transaction manager. The GTM decides whether to submit a sub-transaction to a

local site, delay it, or to abort the transaction. An interface must be found in the GTM to coordinate the

interaction between the GTM and the local databases, in case of failures the recovery manager of the

GTM will coordinate the transaction recovery. The following points can summarize the duties of the

global transaction manager:

. Establish and maintain transaction context
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• Maintain association between a transaction and the participating resources.

• Initiate and conduct two-phase commit and recovery protocol with the resource

managers.

• Make synchronization calls to the application components before beginning and after

end of two-phase commit and recovery process.

• The global transaction manager coordinates the execution of the different sub-

transactions regarding scheduling.

• Maintains concurrency control.

• Maintains global deadlock, and committing or aborting the global transaction

4.7.3 Mobile Transaction Manager

The MTM will act as a transaction manger for the mobile part of the network, it will coordinate

the resource mangers, and concurrency control schemes, committing and recovery are also supported

by the MTM. The MTM must include a module to interact with agents on the MSS because it is the

only way the MTM can access data on the mobile devices, and it is the only way mobile devices can

access data on the static part of the network. The recovery manager in the MTM will be responsible

for the coordination of the commitment and recovery of the transaction submitted by the MTM. The

MTM must also use a log that includes the transaction submitted to the GTM to be executed on the

static network. The transaction manager will manage the execution of the transactions submitted by

the MHs, the MTM will write to the mailbox of the MH if needed using the agents on the mobile support

stations. When the MTM receives a transaction from the mobile host through the MSS-agent the

request will be stored in the mailbox of the MH. The MTM will split the transaction to sub-transactions

to be submitted to the different parts involved in the transaction. The MTM will manage the execution

of the sub-transactions that will access databases found on the mobile part of the network and will

submit the sub-transactions that will access the databases found on the static part of the network to

the GTM. The GTM will process the requests with no knowledge that the requests are coming from a

mobile device; the sub-transactions will be treated as any request coming from the static portion of the

network. Transparency of the system must be maintained to insure the scalability of the system. The

same notion that was the major break through in the database concept, distributed databases and

mutlidatabases where build with the idea of transparency to serve the current users located in different

geographical areas plus the ability to scale up to serve larger and larger numbers of users. This is one

of the requirements that can't be compensated for in mobile architecture, ACID can be relaxed in

some ways but scalability in our opinion is crucial for every system.

The GTM will send a request to the MTM upon the complete execution of the sub-

transactions, if the MTM responds with a commit message then the GTM will commit, if the MTM

responds with an abort message then the GTM will abort.

One aspect to mobile transaction management which differs greatly from that in distributed

transaction management is the movement of the transaction through the network. We assume that a

transaction can be divided into sub-transactions where each one of these sub-transactions represents
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a transaction on its own. Nothing new, this concept is found in the current distributed databases

where each sub-transaction consists of a set of actions that are found in the main transaction itself.

Let us call the main transaction T and the sub-transactions being a set of fragments that execute on

behalf of T. In our view the mobile transaction is a set of fragments that can be represented as

execution fragments

Ti = (fi l, f .....f}

Examplel: Suppose a person is driving from Bellabak to Ehden on a trip. He wishes to stop

for lunch in Antelias and spend the night in Batroun. He issues a transaction to obtain a list of

restaurants near Shetoura. This could be stated as one query and be processed offline. While his

laptop is disconnected. Then later when he reconnects, the MSS sends the information back to the

unit from the mailbox of the mobile unit. Because the user was disconnected from the network the

agent forwarded the response of the query to the mailbox of the MH.

4.7.4 New Queries

Data in systems that do not implement mobility in their platforms do not change based on the

kind of the query requested to retrieve the data. In current systems the information requested from

any station in the system about a person for example would give the same result be it located in

Jounieh or Hamra. For example if we take the traditional bank application where the employee can

request a query about a customer in any branch from any branch. The "first name", "account id",

"current balance" are attributes that will return the same value from whichever branch the request is

made. The values of the columns of a table must return the same result to the same query

independent from the location of the computer that requested the query as long as the computer has

the privilege to retrieve the data. This is absolutely true in distributed database systems and in any

model that operates on fixed networks. In systems that incorporate mobility in its platform we can see

a new type of queries based on new types of data types that can give different results for the same

query depending on the location of the requesting unit. This new concept has major impact on the

systems that must operate under the concept of mobility, new set of queries and new set of attributes

emerged to handle and operate new systems and applications that give users the ability to inquire and

submit requests depending on location.

From the course of our study we identified four types of queries that can be requested by

mobile units or stationary computers:

1. Queries that deal with geographically location dependent data, where the location of

the unit act as a criteria to be able to answer the query. The result of the same query

might change as the location of the unit changes, and it is not considered a wrong

answer or violation to the system integrity.

2. Queries that deal with geographically storage dependent data, in this we mean the

query will be issued and the criteria will use a predefined location to be used to

process that request. The system will have to fetch the results according to the

location of the storage of the data and not the location of the unit it self.

3. Queries that deal with requests issued from moving units. The system must know the

position of the unit to be able to construct the criteria accordingly. This new type of
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request deal with distance related conditions and is fairly complex to model and

manage.

4. Queries that deal with request about moving objects. This category of queries uses

the position or more precisely the continuously changing position of the object to

serve as a condition to the request.

To illustrate the idea let us take an example about a query that "asks about restaurants in

current city", the answer will be different if the request is made in Zahle or in Ehden. The query will

return different results for the same query, an outcome that is considered wrong in traditional systems,

but not in these kind of models. When a query is requested in a city about hotels the result will be

different according to the location of the user issuing the query, but the user may request a query that

returns "information about nigh clubs" in Ashrafieh while in Batroun. From here we can distinguish two

types of location dependent data, one that takes into consideration the location of the MU to process

the query, and the second type that takes into consideration the location of data storage. This is what

we mean by new type of data and queries that can be found in the emerging mobile systems, data that

depends on location.

4.7.5 Regions not Cells

In the Clustering model the authors tried to divide the system based on some common

semantics that the data objects share. The system may be partitioned into clusters that maintain

consistency in their definitions. As they describe it 'Semantically related data are grouped together".

We try not to introduce a totally new model, but we build on the previous work in this field. To group

data depending on their location properties into regions is what we define in the next section.

Maintaining the same concept of the cluster model we will define the affect of location dependent data

on our model.

To preserve the consistency of the system and the integrity of the replicas in the system we

can use the same concept used in the cluster model with some alteration due to the fact that we have

two kinds of replicas, as we will see. The cluster model treats all the replicas the same with no

distinction between ordinary replicas and location dependent data replicas. It tolerates inconsistency

outside the cluster to a certain limit indicated by what they call consistency degree divergence.

We know till now that a BS is responsible for the cell region it covers, using the same notion of

regions but this time logical regions. We can talk about data regions that are virtually identified by the

system depending on the location dependent data requirements. A data region might consist of more

that one cell where the data object has only one correct value. In this region the replica has only one

correct value but might be different than other replicas located in different data regions. All

transactions issued against a replica in the same region will read the same data value for the same

object and thus consistency is maintained in the data region. One data object might have different

values in different data regions i.e. in each region a different data value is acceptable.

Definition: Data Region is an area where one correct value of the same data object is found in

a replica(s) located in this region.
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From here we can see that replicas in the same region can be processed using algorithms

that read only one replica and write to all with no consideration to what other replicas might store as

values for the data object. Because the data is assumed to be the same in all replicas located in same

region we can write to all sites with no further considerations. That is not the case in replicas that

belong to different data regions where each site might contain different value from the other, but yet

true. For example, city of Beirut can be considered one data region where all Restaurants pay the

same Tax rate on served food, while the city of Byblos will be considered another data region with

different tax rate considering it a city for tourism.

Defining data regions is not a one-time operation that will never change; data regions change

depending on the application requirements and the data itself. Data location mapping (DLM) is a

mapping between a set of data objects and a set of data regions, where DLM(D){R1, R2.... . Rn} such

that union of All regions is G the geographic domain and Vi, jRi n Rj = c1. Because it is dependent

on location it might change as the location characteristics changes, a region that once was defined

depending on the area code of the telephone number covering this area might be redefined if the area

code changes or the area covered by this code changes for some demographic reasons for example.

Take an example where certain areas has 01 as their area code and thus we considered them

covered by data region Ri, for some limitations in the telephone switches and to accommodate the

increasing number of telephone lines requests in this area the telephone company decide to join this

area to the 04 code central switch. Thus the data region Ri changes to cover less geographical

location because the criterion used to define the data region changed. Whenever the criteria used to

define the data region changes the data region it self will change, this criteria determines the cell

granularity that the data region uses. An area code might define the granularity; city boundaries might

be used to define the region granularity, and many other conditions that must be defined by the needs

of the application.

Region 2

Figure 4.6: Logical regions in the system

4.7.6 New Cashing and Replication Concepts

In the Cluster model replicas are maintained by the system through inter-cluster and intra-

cluster concepts. Inter-cluster defines the replicas in the same cluster that must be consistent with
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each other at all time, and intra-cluster replicas that will define different degrees of consistency

depending on the allowed divergence. As we will see in the new model this is not the case because

replicas in the same region must have the same value and thus be consistent where as in other

regions it may have different values and it is not dependent on any divergence ratio as in the cluster

model.

Data in systems are located in a place where the correctness of this data object is maintained

and different update algorithms are used to insure the integrity of the object. In centralized databases

one copy of data objects is found and thus no replication is found in the system eliminating the need to

maintain replicas and to ensure that they are up to date with the master copy. In distributed database

system the concept of data replication is found a lot, to manage these replicas located on different

sites different algorithms and constraints are used to complete the job [5]. In case of data caching we

might assume the cashed data another replica on the unit itself and must be maintained to reflect to a

certain big extent the same data found at the source site. The idea of caching is found in mobile

computing, as described in previous sections, to offer better network performance and lower the

degree of impact on transaction in case of disconnections. In distributed systems it is assumed that

we have only one correct value for the data even if it is replicated or cashed, at one point in time only

one value is correct and other values will be updated to reflect the changes. The criteria being used to

reflect the changes in other sites (replicas) plays a major role in determining the speed of propagating

the new value to other sites to have one value in all sites pertaining to this data object. Using Lazy

update, delayed update, or instant update of the replicas is decided by the system and thus by the

system designers to reflect the needs of the application it self.

This is all true for systems that do not process or store location dependent data; in systems

that act upon location dependent data we might have two or more correct values for the same data

object. The idea of replicas as a secondary copy of the master object is not totally true in these

systems; it is not a violation of any correctness criteria if we have different values of the same data

object in different locations. The ability to support multiple different values is one of the new

requirements that systems handling location dependent data must have.

Using this new concept we now can define two kinds of replication found in mobile systems,

the first kind is the traditional class of replicas that have one correct value for all the replicas at one

point in time and the other class that have different correct values. Temporal Replicas are replicas that

have one correct value for the same data object at one point in time in all the replicas located in

different sites. Spatial Replicas are replicas that might have more than one correct value for the same

data object at one point in time in different replicas located in different sites in different regions. In

mobile systems we can assume two kinds of replication.

Definition: Temporal Replicas are replicas that have one correct value for the same data

object at one point in time in all the replicas located in different sites.

Definition: Spatial Replicas are replicas that might have more than one correct value for the

same data object at one point in time in different replicas located in different sites in different

regions.

0 Traditional replication, this is when we have same data value in all the replicas.
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. Location dependent replication, this is when we have different correct values.

Data Replication summary table:

Temporal I
Architecture	 Distributed
Copies	 Several
Correct values	 One at 1 p
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Consistency of the database is a major requirement in any system, consistency is maintained

in much of the systems be it centralized or distributed using different constraints and conditions. In

multi database systems, the different parts of the system involved in the transaction will insure the

consistency of each part and thus yielding to maintaining the integrity of the whole system. Many

models were developed to manage transaction processing in mobile environments that also dealt with

replicated and cashed data [24]. None of the models took into consideration the impact of location

dependent data on such systems, and the difference between temporal replicas and spatial replicas

when dealing with replication and maintaining the consistency between the different replicas in the

system.

Consistency is an integral part of any transaction result; a data object, replicated in different

sites, must have the same value when the transaction finally commits in the system. For a data object

replicated into many sites it must have the same value at any given point in time, different systems

adopt different ways to propagate the updated value to the distributed sites. Some systems also

choose to differ the propagation of the new value to later time selected by the system depending on

certain conditions, but of course it will also insure that other parts of the system will not read from this

site to insure consistency. Mutual consistency a term used [12] to indicate that all the replicas have the

same value for the data object being updated. A database replicated in different sites is said to be in

Mutually consistent state if and only if all the data object values have the same result in all replicas

after the transaction commits.

For a database system to be in a consistent state all integrity constraints must be satisfied. In

mobile systems this is not totally applicable for many of the reasons we stated previously. Mobile

environment imposes different complications on the consistency requirements of the systems, if we

take the case where the location dependent data is treated in the system then we have to redefine the

concept of consistency with respect to temporal and spatial replicas. To get a consistent result of a

query that deals with location dependent data, the results must be returned with respect to one

location so that we consider the returned view in consistent state. If we issue a query to get the

names of hotel and restaurants while we are in Beirut, the result must return all the hotel and

restaurants located in Beirut for the result to be consistent. If we get the result of hotel for Beirut and

the list for restaurants is for a different location, lets say Byblos, then the result is not consistent.

Definition: Spatial Consistency implies that all data object values of one data region satisfies

the consistency constraints of that region.
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Spatial Consistency implies that all data object values of one data region satisfies the

consistency constraints of that region. While in the same data region we might consider the replicas

as temporal and apply the same techniques that are used on other temporal replicas. If a MU has

local cash of a spatial replica in a certain data region then the cash is considered a temporal replica of

the spatial replica in this region and this is called Temporal replica of location dependent data. For

example when we have a city as our data region for a chain of taxi cab Company, the fees for 1 km

traveled by the taxi is spatially replicated in different locations, if a transaction was issued to update

the rate then it must do so on all the spatial replicas in the region specified only not in other replicas in

other region. If the rate data object was updated in all replicas in the same region then we can say the

system has spatial consistency. If the MH in the Taxi has a replica of the specified database used to

define the rates and fees for this data region left the region then it is no more consistent with respect to

the replicas in the new region.

A data region is identified by data objects and locations; so each location uniquely identifies

for a data object the data region it belongs to. This helps the MH to identify the data region an object

belongs to, which facilitates requesting location dependent queries. Data Region Mapping (DRM) is

a mapping DRM where DRM (<D, L>) E DLM (D) such that D is a set of data objects, L is a set of

location ids, and R set of data regions. A location dependent query basically returns data dependent

on the location from where the query was fired.

4.7.8 Atomicity

In mobile environments as we saw we have two types of consistency, at least from our point of

view, that must be maintained. For a transaction to be atomic it must commit as a whole unit or it will

roll back as a whole unit, this is very much true in fixed systems and land networks if we may say so.

When the transaction is divided into fragments or sub-transactions that work on different parts of the

system, each sub-transaction must commit atomically for the whole transaction to be atomic.

To satisfy spatial consistency we must have spatial atomicity, we can say that if a mobile

transaction is said to be spatially consistent then all its fragments must execute properly in the region

specified. If all execution fragments of a transaction are atomic then this transaction is said to be

spatially atomic. Thus we can say that there exist a relation between consistency and atomicity of the

transaction. A transaction executing on a region, it is divided into execution fragments, if one of its

fragments partially updates a database then we can say that this fragment is not atomic and thus

violating the definition sated above. The transaction is not spatially atomic, and because we have an

incomplete update on one part of the region then we don't have spatial consistency.

4.7.9 Isolation

To insure that a transaction does not interfere with the processing of another transaction and

that the values of a transaction that is not yet committed are not available to other transactions we

must isolate each transaction from other transactions. Isolation is a process that is used to insure

consistency of the system by preserving the values of incomplete transaction from outer processes, to

do so many concurrency mechanisms are used. Locking is one example of these techniques that is

implemented by the system to insure isolation. In mobile environments isolation at the execution level
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is needed to insure spatial consistency. If every execution fragment of a transaction is isolated from all

execution fragments of the transaction and all other transactions then we say is spatially isolated.

Definition: If every execution fragment f 1 of a transaction T is isolated from all execution

fragments of I and all other transactions then we say T is spatially isolated.

4.7.10 Durability

To make a database durable and the effects of the updates on different fragments persistent

we use transaction commits. In conventional systems we have one commit per transaction, all

participating subtransaction must all commit or non-will commit. The execution fragment f, is said to

satisfy Location Dependent Commit if at the end of the process a commit operation is applied and a

fragment location mapping is found. Fragment location mapping (FLM) will provide a unique location

that identifies the location for the replica to be used for each data object. The DLM will give the spatial

replica defined by the location given by FLM, thus the commit will operate on a specific location

defined by the system.

Any transactional model must incorporate a commit protocol to insure the integrity of the

database in the system. The MTM will send the execution fragments to all the participating nodes that

they will work on, plus a list of all execution fragments and their nodes that are involved in the process.

This is done in the log of the transaction. When receiving such information every execution fragment

will know the entire domain the transaction is working in. Every node will execute the subtransaction

on its own. After finishing the work, the execution fragment will send to participating nodes (from the

list) a message indicating it is ready to commit. When all nodes receive this message from all other

nodes they commit and send a message to the MTM informing it that the process was successful.

The MTM it self will send a confirmation to the MSS agent that the transaction did commit. To reduce

traffic and improve on performance in the case of location dependent data each execution fragment

will commit in its own region with no consideration to other regions. No messages are needed with the

MTM to request a confirmation on a commit. Because every region is independent from the other with

respect to replicas, the execution fragment need only inform the transaction manager that a successful

commit was performed.



Chapter 5
5.1 Accomplishments

In the course of this research we tried to give a detailed description of the mobile computing

world, the problems that faces the developers and designers to implement such systems. We

introduced the concept of mobile networks with respect to current cellular technology, plus a good

emphasis on location management protocol used in such networks. We also detailed a cost

comparison between different location management models and conducted a cost comparison with

respect to database operations and network messages involved in the process of searching and

updating in these models. Some enhancements were proposed to the models and a simulation was

conducted to ensure the outcomes of the propositions.

After studying different mobile models we were able to identify a set of characteristics that

define mobile transactions and their impact on transaction management in mobile environments. The

movement behavior of transactions and data in mobile systems was also defined. A new model was

introduced and the process of executing transactions in it was explained. We were able to define the

new model, based on one model called the Cluster model in [22], and explain the effects of new

classes of data and queries with respect to consistency, atomicity, isolation, and durability.

5.2 Conclusion

Mobile computing is a new field that needs extensive study and research to reach a stage

when it can be considered a reliable and secure environment. Many developers and researchers are

working in the direction that will complete the circle of interconnectivity in the world of computing and

information exchange. New models must be developed to adapt to the new and fast technological

changes in this area. It is not an easy task to accomplish due to the fact that this environment relies

much on hardware and infrastructure. New standards, new protocols, and new devices are emerging

to improve performance and overall architecture of the mobile computing world.

With respect to transaction management and mobile transaction processing more work must

be done concerning performance, new database systems must be designed; extensions to SQL must

be added to interact with these databases.
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Appendix A
Program Results

Program results for IS-41 search protocol, Forwarding pointers protocol, and LiLLP protocol.

For 2 calls and 5 moves we get

IS DB	 FP DB LiLLP DB IS Net 	 FP Net LiLLP Net
Moves

Lookups Lookups Look Ups Messages Messages Messages

Calls I

0	 3	 3	 2	 6	 6	 4

1	 3	 4	 2	 6	 7	 4

2	 3	 5	 2	 6	 8	 4

3	 3	 6	 2	 6	 9	 4

4	 3	 7	 2	 6	 10	 4

5	 3	 8	 2	 6	 11	 4

3	 3	 6	 2	 6	 9	 4

Calls 2

0	 6	 6	 4	 12	 12	 8

1	 6	 8	 4	 12	 14	 8

2	 6	 10	 4	 12	 16	 8

3	 6	 12	 4	 12	 18	 8

4	 6	 14	 4	 12	 20	 8

5	 6	 16	 4	 12	 22	 8

3	 6	 11	 4	 12	 17	 8

Average

IS DB	 FP DB LiLLP DB IS Net 	 FP Net LILLP Net
Calls	 Moves

Look Ups Look Ups Look Ups Messages Messages Messages
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For 6 calls and 2 moves we get:

IS	 DB	 FP DB	 LiLLP DB	 IS Net	 FP Net	 LiLLP Net
Moves

	

Look	 Ups Look Ups Look Ups	 Messages	 Messages	 Messages

Calls	 I

o	 3	 3	 2	 6	 6	 4

1	 3	 4	 2	 6	 7	 4

2	 3	 5	 2	 6	 8	 4

1	 3	 4	 2	 6	 7	 4

Calls	 2

o	 6	 6	 4	 12	 12	 8

1	 6	 8	 4	 12	 14	 8

2	 6	 10	 4	 12	 16	 8

1	 6	 8	 4	 12	 14	 8

Calls	 3

0	 9	 9	 6	 18	 18	 12

1	 9	 12	 6	 18	 21	 12

2	 9	 15	 6	 18	 24	 12

1	 9	 12	 6	 18	 21	 12

Calls	 4

0	 12	 12	 8	 24	 24	 16

1	 12	 16	 8	 24	 28	 16

2	 12	 20	 8	 24	 32	 16

1	 12	 16	 8	 24	 28	 16

Calls	 5

0	 15	 15	 10	 30	 30	 20

1	 15	 20	 10	 30	 35	 20

2	 15	 25	 10	 30	 40	 20

1	 15	 20	 10	 30	 35	 20

Calls	 6

0	 18	 18	 12	 36	 36	 24

1	 18	 24	 12	 36	 42	 24

2	 18	 30	 12	 36	 48	 24

1	 18	 24	 12	 36	 42	 24

Average
IS	 DB	 FP DB	 LiLLP DB	 IS Net	 FP Net	 LiLLP Net

Calls	 Moves

	

Look	 Ups Look Ups Look Ups	 Messages	 Messages	 Messages

4	 1	 11	 14	 7	 21	 25	 14

Average Chart

Avg of
adoiS_DB_Value

. Avg of
adoFP_DB_Value
Avg of
adoLI_DB_Value
Avg of
ado.IS_Net_Value

ig Avg of
adoFP_Net_Value

. Avgof
ado. Ll_Net_Value
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Program results for the proposed modified IS-41 search protocol. For 10 calls we found the

following results:

Miss	 IS DB	 Mod. IS	 DB	 IS Net	 Mod. IS	 Net
Moves	 2

Rate Look UPs DB Look UPs Saving % Messages Net Messages Saving %

MAX	 30.0	 16.0	 46.7	 100.0	 40.0	 60.00

AVG	 30.0	 13.0	 56.7	 100.0	 30.0	 70.00

MIN	 30.0	 10.0	 66.7	 100.0	 20.0	 80.00

30.00	 16.00	 46.7	 100.0	 40.0	 60.00
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Program results for modified IS-41 search protocol with 5 moves

Miss	 IS DB	 Mod. IS	 DB	 IS Net	 Mod. IS	 Net
Moves	 5.00	

Rate	 Look UP DB Look UP	 Saving %	 Messages Net Messages Saving %

MAX	 30.0	 25.0	 16.7	 100.0	 70.0	 30.00

AVG	 30.0	 17.5	 41.7	 100.0	 45.0	 55.00

MIN	 30.0	 10.0	 66.7	 100.0	 20.0	 80.00

30.00	 25.00	 16.7	 100.0	 70.0	 30.00
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Program results for modified IS-41 search protocol with 8 moves

Miss	 IS DB	 Mod. IS	 DB	 IS Net	 Mod. IS	 Net
Moves	 8.00

Rate	 Look UP DB Look UP Saving % Messages Net Messages Saving %

MAX	 30.0	 34.0	 -13.3	 100.0	 100.0	 0.00

AVG	 30.0	 22.0	 26.7	 100.0	 60.0	 40.00

MIN	 30.0	 10.0	 66.7	 100.0	 20.0	 80.00

30.00	 34.00	 -13.3	 100.0	 100.0	 0.00

Program results for modified IS-41 search protocol with 14 moves

	Miss	 IS DB	 Mod. IS	 DB	 IS Net	 Mod. IS	 Net
Moves	 14.00 Rate

	 Look UP DB Look UP	 Saving %	 Messages Net Messages Saving %

	

MAX	 30.0	 40.0	 -33.3	 100.0	 120.0	 -20.00

	

AVG	 30.0	 31.0	 -3.3	 100.0	 90.0	 10.00

	

MIN	 30.0	 10.0	 66.7	 100.0	 20.0	 80.00

30.00 	 4000	 -333	 100.0	 120.0
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Program results for Update protocols in IS-41 and FP models, for 10 moves

Moves	 IS DB Updates FP DB Updates IS Net Messages FP Net Messages

1	 4	 2	 5	 2

2	 8	 4	 10	 4

3	 12	 6	 15	 6

4	 16	 8	 20	 8

5	 20	 10	 25	 10

6	 24	 12	 30	 12

7	 28	 14	 35	 14

8	 32	 16	 40	 16

9	 36	 18	 45	 18

10	 40	 20	 50	 20

Average

6	 22	 11	 28	 11

Showing GrandTotals

Program results for modified proposed FP model with local lookup operation first. For 5 calls

and 6 moves we get:

FP DB	 FP Local DB FP Net FP Local Net
Moves

Look Ups Look Ups Messages Messages

Calls	 I

1	 4	 2	 7	 4

2	 5	 3	 8	 5

3	 6	 4	 9	 6

4	 7	 5	 10	 7

5	 8	 6	 11	 8

6	 9	 7	 12	 9

4	 7	 5	 10	 7

Calls	 2

1	 8	 4	 14	 8

2	 10	 6	 16	 10

3	 12	 8	 18	 12

4	 14	 10	 20	 14

5	 16	 12	 22	 16

6	 18	 14	 24	 18

4	 13	 9	 19	 13

Calls	 3

1	 12	 6	 21	 12

2	 15	 9	 24	 15
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18	 12	 27	 18

21	 15	 30	 21

24	 18	 33	 24

27	 21	 36	 27

20	 14	 29	 20

16	 8	 28	 16

20	 12	 32	 20

24	 16	 36	 24

28	 20	 40	 28

32	 24	 44	 32

36	 28	 48	 36

26	 18	 38	 26

20	 10	 35	 20

25	 15	 40	 25

30	 20	 45	 30

35	 25	 50	 35

40	 30	 55	 40

45	 35	 60	 45

33	 23	 48	 33

FP DB FP Local DB Look FP Net FP Local Net

Look Ups	 Ups	 Messages Messages

20	 14	 29	 20

Average chart

3

4

5

6

4

Calls	 4

2

3

4

5

6

4

Calls	 5

2

3

4

5

6

4

Calls
	

Moves

3
	

4

Cost results for search protocols, in the program we used the following values: DB lookup cost

is 1, LS to MSS cost is 1, LS to HLS cost is 2, LS to LS cost is 1. The results are:

IS DB	 FP DB	 LiLLP DB	 IS Net	 FP Net	 LiLLP Net
Moves

Lookups Lookups Lookups Messages Messages Messages

Calls	 I

0	 3	 3	 2	 10	 6	 6

1	 3	 4	 2	 10	 8	 6

2	 3	 5	 2	 10	 10	 6

3	 3	 6	 2	 10	 12	 6

4	 3	 7	 2	 10	 14	 6

5	 3	 8	 2	 10	 16	 6

6	 3	 9	 2	 10	 18	 6

7	 3	 10	 2	 10	 20	 6

8	 3	 11	 2	 10	 22	 6

9	 3	 12	 2	 10	 24	 6

10	 3	 13	 2	 10	 26	 6

11	 3	 14	 2	 10	 28	 6
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Average

Calls	 Moves IS DB
	 FP DB	 LiLLP DB	 IS Net	 FP Net	 LiLLP Net
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Cost results for update protocols, in the cost of update between the IS-41 protocol and the FP

protocol we choose the values 1 for DB lookup, 2 for DB update, 1 for MSS to LS network message, 2

for LS to HLS network message.

Moves IS DB Updates FP DB Updates IS Net Messages FP Net Messages

1	 4	 2	 10	 2

2	 8	 4	 20	 4

3	 12	 6	 30	 6

4	 16	 8	 40	 8

5	 20	 10	 50	 10

6	 24	 12	 60	 12

7	 28	 14	 70	 14

8	 32	 16	 80	 16

9	 36	 18	 90	 18

10	 40	 20	 100	 20

Average

6	 22	 11	 55	 11
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Cost results for search in Hierarchical model
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For the update cost we used the program to get the following results:

Cost results for update in Hierarchical model
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